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ABSTRACT 

The activation of crab m::>vement receptors and of crayfish move

ment and stretch receptors was studied. It was found that the adequate 

stimulus to movement receptors is a change of the length of the elastic 

strand into which they send their distal processes. One group of 

movement receptors responds to shortening of the strand; and another 

group to its lengthening. A hypothesis is presented that accounts for 

the differential sensitivity of these two groups of cells, and the differ

ence between movement and position receptors in the same sense organ. 

It was found that the movement receptors may be activated by nicotine 

as well as by mechanical means; and that nicotine activation differs 

in a significant manner from mecha nical activation. The unusual spiking 

pattern of movement receptors was examined using intracellular and 

extracellular recording. The mode of activation by nicotine and the 

intracellular recording data are combined to form a partial explanation 

of the movement receptors I discharge pattern. Caffeine was found to 

block the mechanical activation of movement receptors and it is concluded 

that this is due to a direct effect on the mechanotransducer membrane. 

Several drugs which affect the crayfish stretch receptor were found to 

have no effect on movement receptors and conversely nicotine and 

caffeine were found to have no effect on stretch receptors. Stretch re

ceptors were subjected to the same mechanical stimuli used on the m ove

ment receptors and the responses of the two types of end organs com

pared The similarities and differences of movem\~nt and stretch re

ceptors are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of how stimulus energy is converted by sensory 

receptors into neural signals has been of interest for many years. Since 

the work of Adrian and coworkers (1.2.3.4) on the responses of muscle 

spindles and cutaneous touch and pressure receptors, a large amount of 

information has accumulated relating to this problem, The earlier work 

was limited to recording the spike responses of the afferent nerves and 

comparing these responses to the parameters of the stimuli. Using 

this approach certain salient features of the receptors became known, 

most of which were recognized by Adrian and Zotterman (3,4). They 

found, by recording from the afferents of single receptor units, that a 

muscle spindle discharges at increasing frequency as the tension on the 

muscle is increased; that the discharge is smoothly rhythmic except at 

very low frequencies; and that, when the muscle was stretched to a 

particular tension and maintained at that tension for a prolonged period, 

the discharge frequency of the receptor rose abruptly at the onset of the 

stretch but then fell to a lower value. This last, the phenomenon of 

adaptation. was also observed by these authors in the touch receptors 

and in the pressure receptors. identified as Pacinian corpuscles, of the 

toe pad of the cat. The adaptation of the spindle, touch receptors and 

pressure receptors differed in that the frequency of discharge of the 

spindle decreased to a plateau value if the tension was maintained. but 

did not drop to zero; whereas the discharge of the touch receptors sub

sided completely after a very short time and that of the pressure re-
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ceptors, although not stopping completely, became irregular. It was 

observed that abrupt unloading of the muscle spindle caused the afferent 
\ 

to go silent for a period of 0.75-1.3 seconds after which spikes again 

appeared, the frequency rising to that characteristic of a resting 

spindle -- about 6/sec. Primarily on the basis of this last, Adrian and 

Zotterman reasoned that adaptation was not due to an increase in the 

refractory period of the nerve but to a decrease in the sensitivity of 

the end organ to the stimulus. A muscle spindle is thus capable of pre-

senting two kinds of information in its discharge: it will indicate the 

speed of onset of the stimulus, since the maximum frequency of the 

initial part of its discharge is determined by this factor; and it will indi-

cate the magnitude and duration of the stimulus during the later portion 

of its discharge after adaptation has occurred. The pressure receptors 

indicate the intensity of the stimulus by their frequency of discharge at 

the onset of the stimulus, but adapt in such a brief time that little infor-

mation is given by them concerning the duration of the stimulus. Although 

no detailed study was made of the touch receptors' characteristics, they 

adapt so rapidly that it is unlikely that they signal more than the fact 

that stimulation took place. It was not BROwn that they can indicate dura-

tion or intenSity of stimulation. 

Recording the spike discharges in the afferent fibers of a receptor 

and comparing the form of these discharges with the stimuli did not yield 

much information regarding the nature of the processes within the end 

organs. The questions of why adaptation took place and why the spike 

frequency was in some way a function of the intensity of the stimulus 
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could not be answered from such a ''black box" approach. That the 

answers to these questions have in part been revealed is the result of 

a fortunate set of circumstances that have made three types of mech

anoreceptors particularly useful in this connection. All three types 

are so constructed and situated that it is possible under the proper con-

ditions to record electrical changes from very near the end organ of the 

receptor. These three receptors are the vertebrate muscle spindle and 

Pacinian corpuscle, and the crustacean stretch receptor. In all three 

a potential has been observed, called the receptor potential, that is 

antecedent to and apparently responsible for the triggering of the spike 

discharge. The three types of receptor will be treated separately below. 

The receptor potential of the muscle spindle was first recorded 

by Katz (5), using an electrode placed on the afferent nerve very close 

to its exit from the muscle mass. He found that when the muscle was 

stretched the spike discharge set up was accompanied by a slow shift of 

the baseline potential. Before the first spike of a discharge the potential 

slowly shifted, then the first spike appeared followed by repolarization, 

after which the slow shift once more manifested itself followed by another 

spike and so on. The receptor potential had to pass a threshold value 

to initiate a spike, and the frequency of spiking was proportional to the 

magnitude of the receptor potential. Application of procaine to the pre

paration abolished the spikes but did not greatly affect the slow potential. 

In the absence of spikes there was no repolarization until the 

stretch was released. The receptor potential, in the absence of 

spikes, showed adaptation: it rose rapidly when the muscle was 
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stretched and then fell slowly to a steady value proportional to the level 

of steady stretch of the muscle. When the muscle was abruptly unloaded 

the receptor potential fell to a value less than that which it had before 

the application of stretch and then rose to its resting level. Thus in all 

ways that could be observed, the amplitude of the receptor potential 

behaved just as did the frequency of the spike discharge. Katz reasoned 

that the receptor potential was the immediate consequence of the stretch 

of the spindle endings and that it acted as a cathodal stimulus to the 

more central portion of the sensory axon; the spike frequency would 

thus be set by the magnitude of this potential. Further, adaptation was 

a property of the receptor potential and not of the part of the nerve 

where the spikes arose. 

The crustacean stretch receptors behave in a manner similar to 

the muscle spindle. These receptor organs were discovered by 

Alexandrowicz (6) in the lobster, Homarus vulgaris. Every organ con

sists of a pair of muscle bundles of unequal size, each with an associated 

nerve cell. There are two of these organs at each abdominal joint, one 

on either side of the middorsal line, and they span the joints in such a 

manner that Alexandrowicz suggested they might be receptors for the 

position of one segment on another. The dendrites of the sensory cells, 

which are usually few in number and of large diameter, penetrate the 

middle region of the muscle bundle with which the cell is associated and 

the axon, emerging from the opposite pole of the cell, runs to the ven

tral nerve cord. The microanatomy of stretch receptors, especially 

their dendrites, was investigated by Florey and Florey (7) , in the 
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crayfish, Astacus fluviatilis, using methylene blue or silver staining. 

They found that the structures of the terminal portions of the dendrites 

of the two cells were different: the dendrites of SNl, the sensory neuron 

of the thin muscle bundle, branched extensively and were quite long show

ing a preferred orientation parallel to the fibers of the muscle; whereas 

the dendrites of SN2 were shorter, less branched, and exhibited no ob

vious orientation with respect to the muscle. 

The two components of the receptor organ differ in their physio

logical characteristics as well as structurally. The first physiological 

findings regarding these receptors were those of Wiersma et al. (8,9); 

using the crayfish, Cambarus clarkii. The stretch receptors in this 

animal differ but slightly from those in the lobster and they were found 

to indeed be sensitive to flexion of the abdomen and to direct stretch. 

The thinner IYlUscle and its sensory cell, collectively called RMl by 

these authors, responded to stretch in a manner alrnost identical to the 

muscle spindles investigated by Katz. Adaptation in this receptor is In

complete; the spike discharge occasioned by stretching dropped in 

frequency if a rnaintained stimulus was applied, and reached a steady 

level characteristic of the degree of stimulation. Under conditions of 

maintained stretch an RMl might continue to discharge at a fairly con

stant, regUlar rate for several hours. The frequency of the adapted dis ", 

charge was a function of the degree of stretch and the frequency before 

adaptation appeared to be dependent on the rate at which the receptor was 

stretched. It was shown that the muscular portion of the receptor is not 

necessary for a response; but that stimulation of the motor nerve to the 
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muscle causes a contraction that can elicit a discharge. Wiersma and 

coworkers also found that the stretch receptors are stimulated by 

acetylcholine (ACh) in concentrations as low as 10 - 8 gm/ rnl in stretched 

preparations. This drug causes a silent RM to discharge and will 

accelerate the discharge of an already active organ. High concentra

tions of ACh do not block the response of the organ. The effect of ACh 

is potentiated by eserine in low .concentration but blocked by this same 

drug applied at high concentrations. By cla:mping the organs very 

close to the nerve cell , and by exposing fully relaxed organs to ACh, 

it is pos sible to de:monstrate that the dllUg still exerts its effect; show

ing that the sti:malation of the RM is a direct effect on the nerve cell 

and is not mediated through a contraction of the :muscular portion of the 

receptor . 

The fact that the RM's in both lobster and crayfish are separate 

from the rest of the dorsal musculature, except for some connective 

tissue, was taken full advantage of by Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (10,11, 

l2,13). The size of the sensory cells makes it possible to introduce 

into their interiors :mi crocapillary electrodes for the measure:m.-=nt of 

the potential difference between the interior and exterior of the cells . 

Such :me asurement, perfor:med on RMl, revealed a receptor potential 

such as that found with extracellular recording in the vertebrate 

:muscle spindles. Graded stretch of the receptor gives rise to a 

proportionately graded decrease of the resting potential of the cell; 

and, when the potential has decreased to a certain value, spikes are 

set up which invade, and :may be recorded in, the soma. Each spike 
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repolarizes the soma to the resting level following which the potential 

again drops, producing another spike. As the degree of stretch is 

increased, the rate of rise of the receptor potential also increases , 

triggering the spikes at briefer intervals. Until rather high levels of 

stretch are reached the threshold potential for spike initiation does 

not change and each spike is followed by repolarization to the resting 

level; but under conditions of strong stretch the repolarization phase 

of each spike no longer reaches the resting potential, the average 

internal potential declines, and the threshold voltage for spiking shifts 

toward a lower voltage. Sudden release of stretch was observed to 

produce an ·off" effect, a s light hyperpolarization of the soma, which 

was especially prominmt if the preceeding stretch was a strong one. 

Eyzaguirre and Kuffler proposed that stretching the dendritic endings 

of the nerve cells causes a proportional depolarization, which they 

name "generator potential, " iIi these terminals that is conducted 

electrotonically to the soma region and there initiates the spike. The 

invasion of the soma by the spike then wipes out the depolarization 

therej but it is once again reestablished by the persistent potential 

change in the dendrites, which are not reached by the spike. They 

offer no explanation for the mechanism of adaptation; but do state that 

the "off" hyperpolarization is a manifestation of this process, un

masked by the abrupt cessation of the excitatory process. 

The larger of the two components of the stretch receptor organ, 

RM2, acts in a somewhat different manner from RMl (9). If the ab

domen of the crayfish is flexed to an extent which produces a steady 
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discharge from RMl, RM2 gives a burst of impulses of rapidly de

clining frequency and quickly becomes completely silent. In isolation 

it is found that RM2 responds to stretch of medium amplitude in the 

aforementioned manner; but that if the stretch is increased to still 

higher levels then it reacts similarly to RMl. In the intracellular 

recordings of Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (10,12) it was shown that the 

receptor potential of RM2 increases steeply at the onset of stretch, 

its rate of rise and total amplitude being dependent on the rate of 

stretch and the amplitude of stretch, and then decreases rather rapidly 

if the stretch is maintained constant. If the constant level of stretch 

is low the receptor potential decays below the spike threshold and only 

if the steady stretch is quite large does the receptor potential remain 

above the spike threshold after adaptation is complete. It is clear that 

such behavior is merely a modification of that already described for 

the vertebrate muscle spindle and the crayfish RMl. 

The Floreys proposed (7) that the explanation for this difference 

between RMl and RM2 lay in the anatomy of the dendrites. They 

reasoned that if the adequate stimulus to the dendritic endings were 

longitudinal stretch then the endings of 8Nl would be oriented in such 

a way as to be properly stretched by a very small extension of the 

muscle; whereas the endings of 8N2, since they point in all directions, 

would first have to be pulled out parallel to the axis of the muscle and 

then stretched. In this Ulanner would the difference in threshold of the 

two receptors be explained. In order to account for -the rapid adapta

tion of the RM2 they invoked an unstable coupling between the endings 
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of the SN2 and the muscle fibers such that when the muscle came to 

rest at a new length the SN2 terminals would slide back to their original 

orientation and would no longer be stimulated. It appears that a more 

likely explanation for the differences between RMl and RM2 is pre-

sented by Krnjevic and van Gelder (14) who investigated the relation 

of the tension in the muscle bundles to the firing frequency. Using 

stretch receptors of Astacus fluviatilis they made direct measurements 

of the tension in the muscle bundle using a strain gauge system, and 

compared the tension so measured with the instantaneous firing fre-
, 

quency of the receptors. They found that as the length of the muscle 

bundle is increased in small steps the tension rises in a stepwise 

manner; overshooting at each step and then decaying to plateau values 

between increases in length. The authors state that the adapted firing 

frequency is perfectly correlated with the plateau tension and that the 

unadapted frequency at each step correlated closely with the overshoot 

of the tension. There was little difference between the slow (RMl) and 

fast (RM2) receptors except that RM2 required slightly higher tension 

than RMl to attain the same firing rate, and RM2 did not maintain a 

given tension well--apparently the muscle extended. There was a 

slight undershoot in the measured tension on sudden relaxation which 

alone could account for the electrical "off" effect noted by Eyzguirre 

and Kuffler. Krnjevic and van Gelder state that since the changes in 

measured tension comport so well with the accompanying changes in 

output frequency it appears that the differences in response between 

slow and fast receptors may be attributed almost entirely to the 
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mechanical characteristics of the muscle bands. A further conse

quence of these findings is that the amplitude of the receptor potential 

in the RM's must be directly proportional to the tension of the band 

since the spiking frequency is proportional to the tension and to the 

amplitude of the generator potential. The mechanoreceptive portions 

of the dendrites are linear transducers of tension up to the limit im

posed by the potential difference across the membrane; and the 

generator potential faithfully records changes of tension as well as 

the level of steady tension. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the 

vertebrate spindle endings share this property. 

Although Adrian and Umrath (2) had found in their experiments 

that the pressure receptive Pacinian corpuscles of the cat gave a 

maintained irregular discharge under constant compression, later 

work on this receptor proved them to have been in error, probably due 

to the mechanism they used for stimulation. Alvarez-Buylla and 

Ramirez de Arellano (15) measured the receptor potential of the 

Pacinian corpuscle using an electromechanical system for stimulation. 

In essence the stimulation consisted of compression of the corpuscle 

by the tip of a small rod. The rod was moved by an electromagnetic 

coil system which embodied sufficient stability to hold the stimulus 

quite constant at various intensities. They found that the receptor 

potential was graded with the intensity of the stimulus and that it 

adapted very rapidly to maintained compression. Furthermore, a 

similar receptor potential appeared at the termination of a maintained 

compression, the polarity of which was the same as that at the onset. 
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The only difference between on and off response lay in the amplitude 

of the potentials; the on potential was larger than the off potential for 

a given size of stimulus. This property of the Pacinian corpuscle 

was confirmed by Gray and Sato .(16) who also found that there was 

apparently a threshold for the receptor potential. Unless the stimulus 

intensity was high enough no receptor potential was detectable with 

external leads, but ,since they were not recording with intracellular 

electrodes it is possible that responses to very low intensity stimuli 

were undetectable in the noise of their records. More important than 

this apparent threshold for the amplitude of the stimulus was the ob

servation that the appearance of the receptor potential depended on the 

rate at which the corpuscle was compressed, if the stimulus rose to 

its final intensity too slowly there was no observable potential. In a 

series of experiments Loewenstein and coworkers (17,18,19) demon

strated that the properties of the Pacinian corpuscle set forth above 

were characteristic of the terminal, unmyelinated portion of the 

afferent fiber where it lay inside the capsular structure of the cor

puscle. By stripping off as much as 99% of the capsule they were able 

to demonstrate that the receptor potential, measured at the point where 

the afferent leaves the capsule, is the result of a generator potential 

set up by compression in the unmyelinated segment; and that any part 

of the unmyelinated segment can evolve such a potential. The rapid 

adaptation is also a characteristic of this unmyelinated segment: the 

time course of the generator potential set up by a compression is 

exactly the same whether the compression be immediately released or 
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maintained for several seconds. With this decapsulated preparation 

it was shown that a given spot of the ending became refractory after 

evolving a generator potential and that stimulation of two spots at 

once produced surrunation of the generator potentials recorded when 

either spot was stimulated alone. Loewenstein (20) proposes that the 

transducer membrane of the unmyelinated ending is a patchwork of 

receptor spots, each of which acts in an all-or-none manner when 

stimulated. He attributes the graded nature of the receptor potential 

to spatial surrunation, more of the spots being involved as the stimulus 

is increased because the mechanical disturbance spreads over a 

greater area. That each spot exhibits all-or-none behavior would ex

plain the rapid adaptation of the receptor to a maintained stimulus and 

the neces sity for the stimulus to reach its full value at a greater than 

minimal rate: the spots first involved by a slowly increasing stimulus 

would be refractory by the time additional spots are stimulated, so 

spatial surrunation would fail. In this work no threshold for stimulus 

amplitude could be observed 1 

Despite the differences between muscle spindle and stretch recep

tor on the one hand and the Pacinian corpuscle on the other with respect 

to threshold, refractivity and adaptation, there remains a basic simL 

larity in the manner in which mechanical activity is converted to impulse 

signals in all three (21,22). Mechanical stimulation elicits from the 

terminal endings of the sensory neuron a potential change which is 

graded in amplitude, the amplitude being proportional to the intensity 

of the stimulus. Regardless of whether adaptation is slow or fast some 
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part of the generator potential follows, in its amplitude, the intensity of 

the stimulus; and in turn acts as a stimulus to the nerve fiber, setting 

up spikes that travel to the eNS. The frequency of the spike discharge 

in the nerve is proportional to the amplitude of the generator potential 

and thus the duration of the discharge will indicate the duration of the 

generator potential and the instantaneous frequency of the spikes will 

mirror its instantaneous amplitude. In the receptors discussed above 

the frequency of spiking may range up to several hundreds of impulses 

per second and thus a single receptor unit can convey inform3.tion about 

a wide range of stimulus intensities. This wide response range and 

high maximum frequency is characteristic of most receptor types that 

have been investigated (3,4,5,9,23,24,25,26,27). 

The present work arises from the finding by Wiersma and 

Boettiger (28) and Wiersma (29) that certain receptors in the leg joint 

of various Decapod crustacea respond to stimulation in a manner which 

one is hard put to fit into the scheme of m .o:chanoelectric conversion 

set forth above. The existence of these receptors was first found by 

Barnes (30,31) who recorded the impulses set up in the leg nerves of 

a number of Decapods by movement of the joints. He found that spikes 

were present in the nerves only when the joints were in motion and that 

no signals appeared if the joint was maintained in a given position. He 

considered that the cessation of the discharge at the end of movement 

was a rathet' remarkable example of adaptation and comrn,:!nted on the 

rapid recovery from this adaptation: the discharge restarted as soon 

as the movement was resumed. Barnes dubbed these sensory units 
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".m;)vement receptors. " 

In 1954 Burke (32) discovered in Carcinus maenas the sense 

organ responsible for this movement response by tracing a bundle 

of large fibers from the meropodite. The organ consists of an elastic 

strand which spans the joint between the propodite and the dactylop_odit~, 

running from the dorsal border of the closer muscle apodem.!! to a 

point on the shell of the dactyl. Located at th~ proximal end of the 

strand is a cluster of large nerve cells which send their axons into the 

main leg nerve along with the axons of nUUlerous smaller cells situated 

mi')re distally on the band. Similar "innervated strands" have been 

described by Alexandrowicz (33) and Alexandrowicz and Wliitear (34) 

in the more proximal leg joints of various Decapods; and Wiersma (29) 

has found them at carpopodite-propodite and meropodite-carpopodite 

joints. According to Burke (32) the cells of the PD (propodite

dactylopodite) organ are bipolar and lie in a mass of connective tissue 

loosely bound to the elastic strand. Emerging from the distal pole of 

each cell a long (- 50 0 fJ.) process runs distally and seems to end in 

the fibers of the strand. The ultrastructure of the distal processes 

of cells in the PD organ of Carcinus has been studied by Whitear {35) 

with the electron microscope, and has been found to resemble that 

found in cells of chordotonal organs. The distal processes of two 

cells approach each other and enter a cylindrical scolopale which is 

secreted by a non-nervous cell -(or cells). The two distal processes 

lie in close apposition, one on either side of the tubular scolopale. 

Whitear was unable to find cells of any other structural type in the PD 
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organ; the only variation on this plan of organization appeared in the 

CP2 organ of Carcin1.ls (36) where she observed many scolopales which 

contained one normal looking distal process and one that seemed to be 

degenerate. 

The work on the physiological properties of these organs, begun 

by Barnes, was continued by Burke (32). Recording apparently from 

';he whole PD nerve, he observed discharges to vibrations of 5 - 1000 

cps, to passive and actlive movement and to maintained position at 

either side. With the organ isolated from the leg and held in clamps, 

he was able to show that discharges occurred both when the band was 

stretched and when it was relaxed; and that under these conditions it 

was still quite sensitive to vibration. On the basis of these data he 

suggested that the mechanism of stimulation of the movement recep

tors, as he too called them, was a transient deforma.tion of the cell 

m .embrane produced by some kind of viscous drag. He did not Inake 

any speculations regarding the m ,echanism of activation of the position 

receptors in the organ. Unfortunately Burke did no single unit recording 

and so missed a number of very interesting features of these organs. 

This deficiency was rem·~died by WiersIna and Boettiger (28) 

and Wiersma (29) who made single unit recordings from the PD, CP 

and MC organs of Carcinns maenas and a number of other Decapods. 

In the PD organ of Carcinus, Wiersma and Boettiger found four distinct 

types of receptors: units sensitive to movement of the joint in the 

closing direction, units sensitive to movement in the opening direction, 

units which responded with discharges proportional to the position of 
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the joint towards fully closed and others to the position of the joint 

toward fully opened. The position units reacted m:lch as do spindle 

organs and stretch receptors; when the joint reached a certain position 

on the appropriate side of the arc they began to discharge slowly and 

irregularly and at positions closer and closer to the proper side they 

responded with higher and higher frequencies . The discharge of the 

position receptors was maintained for long periods, some showing 

slight adaptation and others no adaptation at all. Those that exhibited 

no adaptation are probably the most nearly perfect position receptors 

known (37): the frequency of their discharge is always a function of 

the position; and the speed with which any position is approached does 

not affect their output. 

The manner in which the m e chanical stresses produced by 

movement are coupled to the excitable membrane of the movement 

receptors so as to produce unidirectional responses is not at all clear. 

It was noted by Wiersma' and Boettiger (28) that a number of thin elastic 

fibers cross the angle between the m a in strand of the PD organ and the 

closer tendon, and that since the angle between sta°and and tendon de

creases when the strand is stretched by closing, and increases when 

the strand is relaxed by opening, the tensions of m a in strand and thin 

fibers are in opposite phase. Wiersma (29) has observed that the CP 

organs of Carcinus do not, particularly in older animals, usually 

respond equally well to both directions of movement. There are two 

organs at the CP joint and one usually responds best to flexion: the other 

to extension. Wi ersma calls attention to the fact that both these organs 
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are being relaxed during the movements to which they are preferentially 

sensitive. 

The movement units displayed a wide range of thresholds ; the 

most sensitive r e sponding to very slow movements of the order of one 

degree per second, with others responding only to more rapid move

ments . The most sensitive movement units are almost entirely unaf

fected by the position of the joint and respond identically near the fully 

opened and fully closed positions; whereas the less sensitive units 

may respond better toward one side or the other, usually toward the 

end of the movement in the direction to which they respond. The range 

of speed to which an individual unit responds with an increase in fre

quency is rather restricted: when the speed of movem,ent exceeds the 

threshold of a unit it begins to discharge irregularly at a low frequency 

and as the movement is made more rapid the discharge becomes m o re 

regular and may rise in frequency to about 40 - SO/sec. Further in

creasing the speed of the movement, by as m u ch as tenfold, does not 

produce a smooth rise of the frequency of discharge but m a y cause the 

appearance of double or triple spikes, the doublets or triplets recurring 

at about 40 - 50 per sec. The incidence of doublet or triplet firing is not, 

so far as is known, a smooth function of the movement speed; leading one 

to conclude that a single movement receptor is a poor indicator of abso

lute speed of movement. Wiersma and Boettiger referred to the m a xi

m :.lm frequency attainable by a movem,~nt receptor unit as the "saturation 

frequency" ; and Wiersma (37) has stated the opinion that this frequency 

is determined by an intrinsic timing process within the cell. He has 
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reached this conclusion as the result of examining two characteristics 

of the nlOvement receptors: the way in which the discharge frequency 

increases between threshold and saturation, and the timing of the 

multiple firings at saturation. In the records from Carcinus move

ment receptors there is an occasional missing spike in an otherwise 

regular train at saturation. The interval left by the failure of a single 

spike is nearly twice the interval characteristic of the saturation fre

quency. At lower discharge frequencies the intervals between spikes 

appear to be integral multiples of the saturation interval. Wiersma 

feels that such behavior can only be explained by a cyclic change of 

excitability of the cell that makes firing more probable at certain 

times than at others. That the doublets and triplets recur at the same 

interval as single spikes, and that the frequency within a doublet or 

triplet is quite high support such a belief. Since the frequency in the 

multiple discharge is high, perhaps 150/ sec., the refractory period 

of the cells cannot be so long as to account for the low saturation fre

quency. 

A timing mechanism such as Wiersma proposes would be a radi

cal departure from the cornmon sort of spike generating mechanism 

already known to exist in other types of sensory receptors. The form 

of the generator potential in movement receptors may be quite unusual, 

and the relation of the generator potential amplitude to stimulus intensity 

may also be atypical. Alternatively, the unique character of the discharge 

of movement receptors may have its foundation in the coupling between 

generator potential and spike initiation. 
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The purpose of the present work is to investigate both the 

mechanical aspect of the stimulation of movement receptors in an at

tempt to account for unidirectional sensitivity. and the mechanism of 

spike generation within single cells as a test of Wiersma's hypothesis 

concerning impulse timing. For the sake of comparison a series of 

experiments was performed on crayfish stretch receptors subjected to 

the same kind of stimulation used on the movement receptors. 
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II. METHODS 

Experiments were performed on the shore crab. Pachygrapsus 

crassipes (Randall). and the crayfish. Procambarus clarkii (Girard); 

both obtained from commercial dealers. Until used the crabs were 

kept in glass aquaria through which artificial sea water at approximately 

15 degrees C. was constantly circulated. The water was filtered through 

fiberglass and charcoal on each circuit through the pumping system. 

. * The artificial sea water was made up accordIng to the formula given 

by Tyler (38), the salts being dissolved in distilled. deionized water. 

For this purpose the metal chelating agents in Tyler's formula were 

omitted. Crabs survived in this environment for as long as two months 

with little overt sign of deterioration, although it appeared that the 

response of the sense organs were not as good after a week as they had 

been when the animals were newly caught. For this reason new crabs 

were procured at two week intervals when possible. The crayfish were 

kept in concrete tanks in running tap water. Here too some degeneration 

of the sense organs seemed to take place. but the experiments reported 

on these animals were all performed on fresh batches. 

The setup for stimulation and recording is shown diagram-

rnatically in fig. 1. In order to achieve controlled stimulation of the 

mechanorecept:ors a special system was devised and assembled based 

on an electromechanical transducer built to specification by the Stephens 

*The artificial sea water is constituted as follows: NaCl-590 g. ; KCl-
16.5 g. ; MgC12-308 g. ; CaC12 -28. 4 g. ; Na2S04-93. 6 g. ; NaHCOr5.l g. 
H 2 0 q. s. p. 25 L. 
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Tru-Sonic Corp. This device employs the field magnet assembly of a 

high compliance l2-inch loudspeaker. A bifilar coil is wound on a 

light aluminum tube and mounted in the field of the magnet in such a 

way that the tube moves back and forth as the proper currents are sent 

through the windings . Attached to one end of the tube, and coaxial with 

it, is a three-inch long bar of aluminum ; through the end of which extends 

an insect pin at right angles to the bar. With the transducer in place 

for stimulation of a PD organ this pin extends downward perpendicularly 

into a tiny hole in the shell of the dactyl of the crab leg; and as the bar 

is moved back and forth the dactyl is flexed and extended. When the 

transducer is used for stimulation of an isolated sense organ, either 

PD organ or crayfish stretch receptor, the aluminum bar is replaced 

with a spring loaded clamp. One end of the isolated organ is held in 

this clamp, the other end in a second clamp which is mounted on a 

micrometer drive. The peak to peak intensity and frequency of the 

stimulus are controlled through the transducer, and the average tension 

with the micrometer drive. 

The current to drive the transducer is supplied by a push-pull 

transistorised amplifier driven by a Hewlett-Packard model 202A Low 

Frequency Function Generator which delivers sinusoidal, triangular or 

rectangular waveforms at very low distortion. The response of the en

tire stimulating system extends from DC up to several tens of cycles per 

second with the output excursion of the transducer reaching two centi

meters peak to peak. The two centimeter excursion is more than suffi

cient to move the dactyl of the crab leg through its whole arc, thus 
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Figure 1 

Block diagram of apparatus. I, waveform generator; 2, power amplifier; 

3, transducer with arm and pin attached; 4, input probe of cathode follower: 

5, cathode follower preamplifier: 6, main scope; 7, monitor scope: 

8, audio system. The insert depicts the way the transducer is set up for 

stimulation of isolated organs. 3, transducer with spring clamp attached: 

9, second spring clamp on micrometer drive mount. 
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eliIIlinating the need for any system of levers, and the mechanical play 

which is the inevitable consequence of such a system. Obviously this 

excursion was vastly more than enough for stiIIlulation of the RM's or 

the PD organ in isolation. Where appropriate the input waveform to the 

power amplifier is displayed on the second beaIIl of the oscilloscope along 

with the record of the activity of whatever sense organ is under test. 

The recording system consisted of a Medistor Instrument Corp. 

type A32b cathode follower preaIIlplifier for microelectrode recording, 

or a Tektronics type 122 preamplifier for recording from axons. Either 

of these could be used to drive a Dumont DC coupled oscilloscope for 

photography, a Heathkit DC coupled oscilloscope for visual monitoring 

and an audio amplifier-loudspeaker systeIIl for audible monitoring. The 

oscilloscope used for photography was a dual beam model, the second 

beam was driven by the stimulus waveform as stated above. Intra

cellular Tecordings were made with an electrode system that is a IIlodi

fication of that used by Woodbury and Brady (39). A O. 003-inch diameter 

platinum wire is inserted into the barrel of a standard 3M KCI filled 

glass capillary rnicroelectrode until it lodges firIIlly in the tapered 

portion. whereupon the tip of the electrode is broken off and the wire 

with this tip portion attached is slid out of the barreL The other end 

of the pt wire is clipped into the probe clamp of the cathode follower. 

and the indifferent lead therefrom is connected to a heavy gauge Pt wire 

inserted into the saline bathing the preparation. Using the electrode 

checker built into the cathode follower the impedence of each electrode 

was measured and only those with impedences between 15 and 75 IIlegohms 
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were used. The probe was held in a Zeiss InicroInanipulator which 

allowed =aneuvering the electrode into position and lowering the tip onto 

the cell to be iInpaled. The sInall InaSS of the tip portion of the electrode 

and the high cOInpliance of the thin pt wire resulted in the lowest attainable 

drag on a Inoving cell. When recording froIn axons the Tektronics pre

a=plifier was substituted for the cathode follower. The axon(s) was lifted 

on a pt hook electrode connected to one side of the differential input of 

the preaInp, the other side of which was connected to the bathing saline, 

also through a pt wire. A third pt wire grounded the bath. 

To record froIn the axon of a stretch receptor was relatively 

easy. The abdoInen was cut off a crayfish and the ventral part of the 

shell along with the flexor Inusculature was reInoved. Careful removal 

of the Inedial extensor Inuscles revealed the RM's. which could then be 

placed between the claInps of the stiInulating apparatus along with a two

to three-centiIneter length of the afferent nerve which was picked up on 

the pt hook electrode. To record froIn the axons of the PD organ, one 

of the walking legs of the crab was pinched at its base c.using it to be 

autotomized. The shell of the Ineropodite was then removed on one side 

and the Inuscles in the Ineropodite reInoved. The leg nerve was cleaned 

and split with fine needles according to the Inethod of WiersIna (40). 

Each subbundle was picked up on the pt hook electrode and the dactyl 

moved back and forth by hand. By listening for the characteristic re

sponse of the PD bundle this group of fibers could be isolated and then 

split further if desired to yield recordings containing one or only a very 

few active units. When the desired degree of purity of response was 
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achieved, the resulting nerve filament was cut at its proximal end and 

lifted out of the water to give monophasic recording. The recordings 

from the PD organ of the crayfish chelipid were made in exactly the 

same manner. 

Intracellular recording from the RM's was not a great deal 

more difficult than recording from their axons. The only difference in 

the procedure was that once the RM was mounted in the clamps a rnicro

electrode was pushed into the cell body under direct microscopic control 

in transmitted light. Since the muscle bundle of the RM was prone to 

slip out of the way of the electrode tip, a small glass hook, maneuvered 

by a second micromanipulator, was used to support the RM until pene

tration was achieved, after which the hook was moved out of the way. 

To reach the PD organ for intracellular recording, the distal half of 

the shell of the propodite was cut away on the ventral side. The intact 

bridge of shell on the dorsal side served to support the articulation of 

the dactyl. The exposed fibers of the closer muscle were then removed 

with great care revealing the PD organ lying just ventral to the nerve 

emerging from the dactyl. Figure 2 is a diagrammatic view of the pre

paration as it looks at this stage of the dissection. The PD bundle was 

then separated from the nerve trunk and the portion of this ,trunk in the 

dissection field was removed. The leg was then pinned down in a wax 

bottomed dish and the rnicroelectrodes inserted in transmitted light. 

Here too the great mobility of the elastic strand necessitated the use of 

the glass hook. Light was supplied through a lucite tube built into the 

wooden block on which the preparation dish rested, and a slab of lucite 
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Figure 2 

Diagrammatic drawing of the PD organ in situ: I, pin connecting 

transducer to dactyl ; 2, dactyl; 3, elastic strand; 4, nerve trunk 

from dactyl; 5, cell mass of PD organ; 6. opener muscle; 7, pro

podite; 8, closer tendon exposed by removal of distal fibers of 

closer muscle; 9, region where thin fibers fan out from elastic 

strand; 10, closer muscle. 
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embedded in the wax in the botto= of the dish permitted the light to reach 

the preparation. 

In experiments on the crayfish receptors van Harreveld's solu

tion (41) was used as the bathing saline. For the crab receptors artificial 

sea water was used as the saline. For this purpose the formula cited 

above was employed, but the deionized water was distilled once more in 

an all-glass apparatus since it was found that the response of the organs 

disappears in the sea water made from ordinary deionized water, usually 

within 5 - 10 minutes . Isolated PD organs lasted in the specially pre

pared sea water for as long as four hours. It is presu=ed that traces 

of copper or nickel passed by the deionizer may have been sufficient to 

kill the cells and that these traces were removed by the extra glass 

distillation. The saline solutions were kept in the refrigerator until 

just before use and were ordinarily at a temperature of 15 - 20 degrees 

C. during the experiments. For the experiment on the effect of tem

perature on the saturation frequency of the movement receptors, saline 

solution at 10 degrees C. was poured into the dish containing the leg, the 

air conditioner in the room was shut off, and the preparation allowed to 

warm up. As these experiments were performed in July it did not take 

more than 35 - 40 minutes for the temperature of the preparation to 

increase the desired amount. The temperature of the saline in the dish 

was measured with a =ercury thermometer and the response of the 

organ photographed at increasingly higher temperatures up to 25 degrees 

C., at which te=perature the response of the organ usually ceased ir

reversibly. 
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For the experiments on the pharmacological properties of the 

receptors the drugs were made up in the desired concentrations in the 

appropriate saline solution and kept in the refrigerator at all times when 

not actually in use. All concentrations, except for those of nicotine, 

are expressed in grams per milliliter; nicotine in the liquid alkaloid 

form was used and its concentration is in milliliters alkaloid per milli

liter saline. Nicotine solutions were made up fresh at about weekly 

intervals since the drug decomposes even at lowered temperatures. 

Drug solutions were applied with a medicine dropper drawn 

out to a fine tip. The tip was lowered into the bathing saline and the 

bulb squeezed as gently as possible. Even with extreme care a discharge 

was often provoked from the movement receptors by the application of 

the drugs . As a control, saline solution was applied in the same manner 

as were the drugs and an identical discharge was obtained. Apparently 

the discharge caused at the moment of the applicatioo of a drug was due to 

the agitation of the fluid. Such discharges were disregarded in the inter

pretation of the records. No attempt was made to control or determine 

the final concentration of any drug at the receptor; the drug solutions 

were added to an undetermined volume of saline at various distances 

from the receptor organs. It is felt that for the present purpose a knowl

edge of the final concentrations is unnecessary. 
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Ill. RESULTS 

Controls 

Since the stim.ulus param.eters are indicated in the following 

records by the input voltage to the power am.plifier of the stim.ulating 

apparatus, it was felt necessary to com.pare this input with the resulting 

excursion of the transducer. For this purpose a light alum.inum. vane 

was affixed to the bar on the transducer, which was arranged so that 

the vane interrupted a beam. of light falling on a photocell. Movem.ent 

of the vane changed the fraction of the surface of the photocell that was 

illurrrinated and the output voltage of the photocell was thus closely pro

portional to the position of the vane. Figure 3(a) is a record of the ex

cursion of the transducer m.easured in this m.anner: the upper beam. 

displays the input voltage to the power am.plifier and the lower beam. 

displays the output voltage of the photocell. At the highest rates of stim.u

lation used in these experiments this correspondence m.ay not be so good 

as shown due to the inertia of the m.oving parts of the systern.; and in 

fact when the system. is fed a rectangular waveform. a dam.ped oscillation 

follows each switch of position. However, the output circuit of the am

plifier provides a high degree of negative feedback and the dam.ping 

factor of the arn.plifier is quite high, so it is felt that the inaccuracies 

that rrright be introduced by such distortion are insignificant in the in

terpretation of the data. 

Although Wiersma and Boettiger (28) have stated that opening 

the propodite of Carcinus has little effect but for increasing the sensi-
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Figure 3 

(a) Input to power amplifier compared with output excursion of 

transducer. Input-upper trace j output-lower trace. (b) Activity 

in whole PD nerve before dissection of propodite. (c) As above 

but after the shell of the propodite has been opened and the hypo

dermis removed. (d) As in (b) and (c) but after the distal portion 

of the closer nlUscle has been removed. 
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tivity of the PD organ to vibrations. some early poor results with 

Pachygrapsus PD organs prompted control experiments to test the ef

fects on the organ of exposing it to saline solutions. Natural sea water. 

filtered through fiberglass. was the first saline used and in it the re

sponse from the movement receptors lasted on the average 20 :minutes. 

A saline solution with ionic composition based on Schlatter's (42) 

analysis of the blood of P. crassipes was tried as was Carcinus physio

logical saline. Both gave even worse results than natural sea water; 

responses were seldom present after about 5 minutes. After trying 

still other saline solutions it was found that the artificial sea water 

solution used by Tyler (38) worked beautifully: movement receptors 

lasted for as long as four and a half hours and typically for three hours. 

Figure 3{b) is a record of the PD response taken from the whole nerve 

in the meropodite before the propodite was opened. It shows a number 

of unidirectional movement units and, not very clearly, a few small 

spikes of position units. The propodite was opened and the hypoder:mis 

removed after which the preparation was soaked in fresh saline for 

15 minutes. at the end of which-time record 3{c) was made. Although 

the number of responding units is smaller it is clear that movement 

units are still responding in their typical manner. The entire distal 

mass of the closer muscle was then removed and record 3{d) was made. 

Here it can be seen that still fewer units are responding and that the 

more sensitive units seem to have been lost; note that the stimulus speed 

is higher than in record (c). The response was recorded monophasically 

in all three records with the proximal end of the nerve cut and floating 
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free. The flexion of the nerve trunk which was inevitable during the 

two steps of the dissection rn.ust undoubtedly have injured SOIne of the 

nerve fibers and it is also likely that the spatial relationship of the 

electrode to the responding fibers changed from record to record. The 

preferential less of the high sensitivity units may be explained by the 

observation. rn.ade rn.any times, that these units are the most sensitive 

to rn.echanical darn.age: indeed if the dactyl is moved very rapidly, 

recording frorn. a high sensitivity unit usually reveals a sudden high 

frequency discharge followed by silence. It rn.ust be stressed that the 

units that continue to respond do so in an entirely norrn.al rn.anner and 

that once the dissection is complete those units still responding will 

continue to do so in an unaltered fashion for several hours. Further

more these records were rn.ade early in the series of experiments and 

as the experirn.enter I s dissection technique improved with tirn.e the nurn.

ber of sensitive units which would respond after corn.plete opening of the 

propodite and rern.oval of the clos e r muscle became progressively 

greater. From the results of these control experiments it would appear 

that neither the dissection nor the bathing solution rn.aterially affected 

the response of those units that were left after these procedures. 

Mechanical factors in the stirn.ulation of rn.ovement receptors 

Although Wiersrn.a (29) has stated that shortening of the elastic 

strand is alrn.ost certainly the stimulus for rn.ost rn.ovement receptor 

cells in the CP organs of Carcinus, it was decided to recheck this con

clusion with the PD of Pachygrapsus. The responses to passive opening 
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and closing were first recorded and then the strand shortened and 

lengthened by hand with fine forceps. The response to lengthening con

tained im.pu1ses identical to those elicited by closing, and sim.ilarly for 

shortening and opening. Yet the response of the PD organ m.ay also be 

affected by other factors. The influence of the elastic fibrils crossing 

the angle between strand and closer tendon was investigated in two ways: 

the first was to cut these fibrils in situ and record the response of the 

organ; the second was to rem.ove the organ from. the leg and stretch and 

relax it directly under controlled conditions. Cutting the fanning fibrils, 

as I will call the thin elastic fibrils, produced no change in the response 

of units in the PD, either to opening or to closing. To achieve controlled 

stim.ulation of the organ in isolation, the ends of the strand were placed 

in the clam.ps of the stim.ulating apparatus as described in Methods. 

The response of the organ was picked up from. a length of the PD bundle 

that was rem.oved with the organ and the length of the organ adjusted 

with the m.icrom.eter m.ounted clam.p until no position responses could 

be detected. According to Wiersm.a and Boettiger (28), this lack of 

position unit discharges indicates that the strand is near its resting 

length. Despite the great m.echanical stresses that m.ust have been 

placed on the receptor by this procedure, responses were found when 

the strand was shortened and lengthened. An exam.ple is shown in 

fig. 4(a) of the response of such a preparation. Examination of the 

record shows that with constant velocity stretch and relaxation of the 

elastic strand the m.overn.ent receptors responded in a wholly norrn.a1 

rn.anner. There are at least four units responding to extension of the 
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Figure 4 

(a) Bidirectional response of an isolated PD organ. 

of a single opening unit in the isolated organ. 

(b) Response 
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band and at least three others to shortening. Clearly the fanning 

fibrils are unnecessary for the production of unidirectional response 

in either direction. Figure 4(b) shows the response of a sensitive 

unit which responded to shortening of the strand. The cell fires with 

practically constant intervals between spikes and ceases to respond 

inunediately when the IIl.oveIIl.ent reverses direction. Burke (32) re

corded froIIl. the PD organ in isolation, but it cannot be ascertained 

froIIl. his records whether the IIl.oveIIl.ent receptors reacted in a norIIl.al 

manner. The experiment described above leaves no doubt that the IIl.ove

IIl.ent receptors do behave as usual if the PD organ is reIIl.oved froIIl. the 

leg. 

The only reIIl.aining factor that might influence the response 

of the IIl.oveIIl.ent receptors is rotation of the organ about its long axis. 

That such rotation occurs in Pachygrapsus as well as in Carcinus (28, 

37) seeIIl.S possible, even in isolation rotation could occur due to spiral 

orientation of the fibers of the strand, and experiIIl.ents were performed 

to test the effect of such rotation on the responses of the IIl.oveIIl.ent re

ceptors . An apparatus was constructed with a spring claIIl.p mounted 

in a teflon bearing in such a IIl.anner that the claIIl.p could be rotated about 

its own long axis. The distal end of the elastic strand was claIIl.ped while 

in its norIIl.al orientation and cut distal to the point of claIIl.ping. The end 

of the propodite, along with the dactyl, was then reIIl.oved and the pre

paration carefully adjusted so that the axis of the claIIl.p was parallel to 

that of the elastic strand and the length of the strand changed as little 

as pos sible (fig. 5). The rotating clanlp apparatus was IIl.ounted on a 
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Figure 5 

Diagrammatic view of the setup for rotation of the elastic strand. 

The propodite (1) has its distal end cut off to expose the distal 

stum.p of the closer tendon (2). The elastic strand (3) is held in a 

spring clamp (4) which is mounted on shaft (5). The shaft has 

attached to its opposite end a pulley (8) and runs in a teflon bear

ing (7) supported rigidly through a rod (6). A rubber band (9) 

runs to a second pulley. not shown, which is rotated by hand. 
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micrometer drive in order that the length of the strand could be changed 

at will to check the response of the organ to stretch and relaxation. 

The response was recorded in the meropodite while the organ was ro

tated in one direction or the other and while it was stretched and relaxed. 

Changes in length caused a typical burst of impulses from the movem.ent 

receptors whereas rotation of the strand up to as much as two full turns 

gave no such response. The influence of rotation on the response to 

change in length was also tested. The strand was rotated 360 degrees 

in one direction and held thus while it was stretched and relaxed, then 

turned back 720 degrees and stretched and relaxed again. The responses 

in both these trials were identical to that obtained when the strand was 

not rotated. It is concluded that rotation alone will not stimulate the 

movement receptors, nor will it affect their response to changes of the 

length of the strand. 

Processes responsible for the saturation effect 

As stated above one of the salient characteristics of the move

m.ent receptors of Carcinus is the low frequency at which they discharge 

even when stimulated quite vigorously. This is also true of the move

ment receptors of Pachygrapsus: the cell whose discharge is shown in 

fig. 4(b) is firing quite regularly but at a frequency of only a little over 

40/sec. This low frequency of discharge might be due to one of three 

different mechanism.s. Either the mechanical coupling between cells 

and strand m.ay be very loose, limiting the degree to which a cell can 

be deformed; or the generator process m.ay take place at such a distance 
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from the spike initiating locus that even when the generator potential is 

maximal the output frequency is lim~ted by the depolarization spread to 

the spiking point; or finally, some process in the cell membrane may 

lim:t the frequency : Wiersrna's hypothesis outlined above would be in 

this last category. Since the first alternative depends m a inly on physi

cal processes the change in saturation frequency with temperature might 

be expected to be quite small were this alternative the correct one. 

Either of the other two possible m~chanisms ought to show a marked 

change with change of temperature ; a change wliich might be reflected 

in the saturation frequency. To test this possibility a series of experi

ments were performed in which saturation frequency was deterrni.ned 

at various tem?eratures. Such experiments suffer from the limi_ts im

posed by the temperature sensitivity of the preparation. At 25 degrees 

C. the preparation irreversibly ceases to give a response, and-at 12 - 14 

degrees the spikes get so small as to be almost indistinguishable from 

the baseline noise at high gain. In one experim,ent the saturation fre 

quency was photographed at four different ternperatures from 1Q - 24 

degrees C., the preparation being a particularly fortunate one. This 

was the only experiment where saturation was well maintained at all 

temperatures so only it will be considered. Figure 6 is a graph of the 

mean saturation frequency against temperature for this experiment. 

The points for the first three temperatures, 10, 14 and 19 degrees C., 

lie along a straight line, then a break occurs between 19 and 24 degrees. 

The actual location of the break in the curve is of course unknown and 

the dotted line so indicates. The Q10 has been calculated from the 
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Figure 6 

Plot of the saturation frequency of a movement receptor as a 

function of temperature. Frequency on the ordinate; tem;:>erature 

on the abscissa. 
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straight portion of the curve and has a value of 1.7. The QI0 between 

19 and 24 degrees has also been calculated by the formula given by 

Inmann and Perruzi (43) for two points and found to be 2.3. Since the 

range of temperature from 19 - 24 degrees is not a healthy one for 

Pachygrapsus, the QI0 for this range is probably not very meaningful 

for the problem at hand. For present purposes the QI0 of the process 

determining the saturation frequency will be taken as 1.7. As will be 

discussed below such a QI0 value is rather equivocal, and the answer 

to the question of what sets the saturation frequency was approached from 

a different quarter. 

Intracellular recording from the movement receptors might show 

the second process postulated above if it were in operation, and if the 

third process occurred and affected the intracellular potential it too would 

show up. Early attempts to secure such recordings with rigidly fixed 

microelectrodes gave consistently poor results and not until the adoption 

of the movable electrode system described above were any records ob

tained containing spike responses. Even with the movable electrodes 

problems arose, mainly due to vibration. Many penetrations revealed 

a good internal potential of the order of 65 mv. upon which suddenly 

appeared, after a very brief interval, a highly distorted but sine-wave-

like oscillation usually of a frequency of 40 - 70 cps. This oscillation 

rapidly grew in amplitude and was often compounded by the presence of 

bursts of spike potentials. After perhaps 2 or 3 seconds of this sort of 

activity the average potential feU precipitately to near zero and no 

further responses could be eUcited from the cell. On one or two of 
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these occasions observation of the electrode revealed that it was vib

rating in the horizontal plane at high rate and amplitude. It is thought 

that the two compliances, of thin wire and elastic strand, along with 

the mass of the electrode tip formed a resonant system which was 

probably triggered into m ,echanical oscillation by the vibration of the 

building (which is considerable in the laboratory where most of the 

experiments reported in this work were performed and which is in the 

right frequency range) . A short series of experiments was attempted 

in the early morning hours, 2 - 5 A. M . , but the results were not 

satisfactory. Moving the entire experimental setup to the basement 

floor of the building finally eliminated this disturbance to the extent 

necessary for intracellular recording. Apparently the movement re

ceptors. are quite sensitive to mechanical intervention, and this is 

compounded by their position on an extremely compliant elastic strand. 

The compliance of the strand further increased the difficulties 

of intracellular recording since the cell ma.ss, under the pressure of 

the electrode tip, w o uld simply rotate around the axis of the elastic 

strand allowing the tip to slide by without penetration of a cell. Sup

porting the organ from ':>elow with the glass hook usually permitted 

penetration, after which the hook was lowered out of the way. In the 

course of lowering the hook the electrode usually carne out of the 1m

paled cell, and only about one in twenty tries resulted in a stable pene

tration. 

Figure 7 illustrates an intracellular record which is typical of 

most of the results obtained. The resting potential of the cell was ap

proximately 67 mY. The response is obviously that of a movement 
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Figure 7 

Intracellular recording from opening unit in the PD organ. (a). 

(b) and (c). the same unit at three different speeds of movement. 

The spikes are small and have probably been blocked at a site 

distal to the recording electrode . Calibration: 10 mv •• 200 msec. 
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receptor sensitive to opening: the spiking is in the proper temporal 

relation to the stiIn:.llus. The action potentials are very small, not 

exceeding 10 m •. , and did not as in some experiments grow up as tUne 

passed. The three records were taken one after the other at three 

different speeds, increasing from top to bottom. In all three records 

ther'e is a shift of the baseline in the depolarizing direction during 

movement. This might be taken to be the generator potential of the 

mechanotransducer membrane, but that is unlikely for a number of 

reasons. In records (b) and (c) there is a baseline change during the 

closing as well as the opening moveInents, although that during closing 

is of lower amplitude. In record (b) the potential shift begins before 

the reversal of direction. In none of the three records does the firing 

frequency bear any relation to the magnitude of the potential shift. 

This is rather strange behavior froIn a generator potential systeIn and 

it appears that this potential m a y well be a recording artifact. Of note 

is the fact that the spikes appear to rise abruptly and are followed by 

a proIninant, positively directed a fterpotential. 

These features are more clearly seen in fig. 8 , taken fro In 

another opening-sensitive cell at higher film speed. This is the best 

intracellular record obtained from a. movement receptor: the spikes 

are full grown, overshooting the zero level, and the electrode contri

butes very little noise. The very low aInplitude noise that does show 

up on the base line and riding on the potential waves averages 0.5 InV. 

or less and varies in frequency, usually being above 100 / sec. The 

shape of this low level activity is rou ghly sinusoidal, or if not sinusoidal 
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Figure 8 

Intracellular recording from a sensitive opening unit of the PD 

organ. (a) and (b), responses to movements at two different 

speeds. (c), response to movement at a speed that was subthresh

old for spike production . (d), response to closing. The dots. near 

the tops -of the records (a) and (b) indicate the positions of spikes 

which show only very faintly in reproduction. Calibration: 20 mv., 

100 msec. 
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then syIlL=etrical about its peak. This activity is tentatively assigned 

to tip noise and high frequency m.odes of vibration of the electrode. 

Records 8 (a) and (b) are at t w o different stim.ulus speeds, (b) slightly 

faster. Although it is seen here that the height of the afterpotentials 

is greater in (b), this does not seem. to be a function of stim.ulus speed 

since in another opening response of the sam.e cell at still higher speed 

the afterpotentials are sm.aller than in (b). The average total duration 

of the afterpotentials does not differ significantly in the two records , 

being about 20 m.sec. in both. The spike responses occur at a m.inim.um. 

interval of about 20 m.sec. except where a second spike falls on the 

afterpotential of the previous one. When this occurs as is seen once 

in (a) and twice in (b), the interval to the preceding spike is 8 m.sec. at 

both levels o f stim. lation. This interval is seen to vary slightly in 

other portions of the record from. this cell but is never shorter than 7 - 8 

m.sec . Of note is the first response of the cell at the change from. c losing 

to opening. In record (a) a spike accom.panies the potential but in (b) 

and (d) there are no spikes and the potentials sim.ply decay to the base

line level. 

During the phase o f the stim.ulus to which the cell responds with 

spikes a new form. of activity appears that has been seen only in the 

record from. this one cell. This activity consists of fast rising potentials 

of low, som.ewhat variable am.plitude. The rise tim.es o f these poten-

tials wereinthe range of 1. 5 - 2 m.s ec . and the average tim.e for half 

decay was 4.2 m.sec., m.easured only on those that showed a reasonably 

sm.ooth decay uncom.plicated by noise. The am.plitudes of the s e sm.all 
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potential changes in (a) covered the range from 1. - 2 m y ., the average 

height being 1.5 mv. Their amplitude is seen to be virtually unchanged 

in record (b) and the rate of their recurrence does not change markedly. 

In 8(c), taken at a subthreshold speed of movement, there are none of 

the 1 - 2 mv. potentials and they are similarly absent in (d) which 

shows a closing mo:)vement at the same speed as the opening in (b). In 

(d) the small potentials resume when the movem:!nt reve rses to opening. 

The miniUlum . interval between the potentials has a mean value of 8.8 

msec. and is not observed to be less than 7 msec. Rarely there is 

what looks like summation of two potentials. In such cases the peak 

of the second may be at a slightly lower potential than the first, but 

this is difficult to ascertain with accuracy. In such cases of possible 

sUUlrnation it is clear that the peak of the second potential is still at 

least 7 msec. later than the first. The only basis for calling this sum·· 

ma.tion is that the second of the two potentials rises out of the falling 

phase of the first. As may be clearly seen in fig. 8 these potentials 

can occur during the spike afterpotential and preserve their identity 

perfectly. On the after potentials of several spikes a small potential 

falls at the top of the afterpotential. The miniInum interval between 

the foot of the spike and the foot of the sma.ll potential again averages 

8 msec. and does not go below 7 msec. Since a close examination of 

the records in fig. 8 discloses that the spikes usually take off from a 

step of approximately 0.8 - 1. 5 mv., these small potentials will be 

called prepotentials; fuller reasons for this will be presented below 

in the discussion. 

As in the records of fig. 7, no consisten.t slow shift of the base-
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line potential was observed during the responses shown in fig. 8. In 

two instances measured the baseline potential becam,e 0.5 and 1.1 mv. 

respectively more positive during opening than during closing, but in 

a third case became 0 .5 mv. more negative during opening. Again as 

in fig. 7 no correlation of baseline potential shift with frequency could 

be found. The cell from which the records of figure 8 were taken was 

clearly in view and the electrode was seen to be in the large expansion 

o f the soma. 

Since the results of intracellular. recording did not seem to pro

vide a ready explanation for the low saturation frequency of the move

ment receptors another approach to the problem was sought. Since the 

third postulated alternative rrl.echanisrrl. essentially that proposed by 

Wiersma (37), implies that the rhythm ,exhibited by a cell may be in

variant, a series of experiments was undertaken to deterrrline if the 

saturation rhythm of a moverrlent receptor can be influenced by anti

dromi c stimulation. If the saturation frequency is determined by 

mechanical coupling or a limited generator potential amplitude at the 

spike initiating locus, or if a cyclic excitability change takes place in 

a region of the cell accessible to antidromic spikes, then an antidromi

cally invading spike should be able to " reset" the rhythm of the move

ment receptor's discharge. Antidromi c stim...uation was delivered to 

the PD bundle in the meropodite with a pair qf Pt hook electrodes 

driven by a Grass SD-5 stimulator. Several attempts were rrla.de to 

record the result of this stimalation with intracellular electrodes but 

they all failed, either because the impaled cell could not be identified 
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as a movement receptor or because antidromic impulses did not in

vade a cell that was so identified. 

To circumvent this difficulty a different method was employed. 

The stim:liating electrodes were applied to the cut proximal end of the 

PD bundle and a pair of recording leads were used to pick up an un

interrupted filament of the bundle at a point distal to that of stimulation. 

The recording leads were connected one to either side of the differen

tial input of the preamplifier. By using such a connection it was hoped 

that the direction of travel of an iInpulse could be ascertained and 

antidromi c spikes differentiated from orthodromic ones. The response 

of a single sensitive movement unit was recorded while it was driven 

at saturation speed by movement of the dactyl and the stimulator 

triggered at random times during the response of the cell. At low in

tensities of antidromic stimulation no impulses were observed travel

ing towards the organ from the stimulating electrodes, and at high 

intensities of antidromic stimulation the stimulus artifact was so great 

that it so.metimes obscured all spikes occurring up to 50 msec . after 

the delivery of the shock. Yet by measuring the interval between the 

spike just before the shock and that just after the shock and comparing 

this interval with the average saturation interval of the cell it might 

be possible to determine whether the rhythm }).ad been altered. In the 

time available for these experiments on the effect of antidromic stimu

lation, only one record was obtained frorn a sensitive cell that exhibited 

a high degree of rhythmicity in its response to movement. The data 

obtained from this cell do not permit even a tentative conclusion 
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regarding the effect of antidromic stimulation on its firing pattern. 

Pharmacological properties of the movement receptors 

One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the attempts to 

make intracellular recordings from the movem,~nt receptors is that of 

identifying the cell which is impaled ; it may be a movement receptor, 

position receptor or even possibly a non-neural elem·ent . The only 

reliable criterion for such an identification is the observation of a 

spiking response properly correlated with movement. The early at

tempts to elicit such a response were complete failures and the possi

bility was recognized that spikes might not invade the portion of the 

receptor cell penetrated by the electrode. Thus various drugs were 

tested in an effort to find one that would stimulate the movement re

ceptors and show whether an intracellular electrode could pick up 

the spiking response. This intent was not realized for a reason which 

will be discussed below, but since spiking responses to movement were 

finally recorded it became superfluous. Of greater interest in its own 

right was the manner in which certain drugs affected the PD receptor 

cells and for this reason a study was undertaken to compare the effects 

of a limited series of drugs on crab and crayfish PD receptors and 

crayfish stretch receptors. The results of this study are presented in 

Table 1 and the actions of each drug are described separately below. 

Nicotine. This alkaloid has previously been found to effect 

Arthropod nervous systems. Davenport (46) showed that nicotine in low 

concentration increases the frequency and amplitude of the heart beat 
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of Cancer m.~gister and in high concentration causes systolic arrest, 

both presumably due to an action on the cardiac ganglion which drives 

the heart muscle. Several other investigators report that nicotine 

affects synaptic transmission in Arthropod CNS, first facilitating and 

then blocking. Roeder and Roeder (47) found this effect in the cock

roach c ord; Wiersma and Schallek (48,49,50) in a preparation utilizing 

the synapse between giant fiber and thiid root motor fibers of the cray

fish (cord; and Turner et al. (51) in the same synapse of Callianassa. 

Finally Ellis et al. (52) reported a general stimulatory effect followed 

by depression when nicotine was injected into a whole crayfish. 

When applied to the PD organ of Pachygrapsus nicotine elicits 

a massive discharge. Single unit recording showed that the frequency 

attained by a single cell was quite high, higher than the saturation fre

quency of the same cell when driven by movement. For this reason 

the action of nicotine on the crab movement receptors was scrutinized 

in some detail. In fig. 9(a) may be seen two closing units of low sensi

tivity to m::>vement. The shortest interspike interval exhibited by the 

unit with the smaller spike is 8 msec., the average interval is 14.8 

msec. corresponding to a frequency of 67 / sec. Such high frequencies 

are often observed in the rather insensitive units and this one is 

chosen as an example with an unusually high frequency during mechani

cal stimulation. Figure 9(b) shows the effect of nicotine applied in a 

concentration of lO-1nl/rnl. The larger response had been lost by the 

time of application of the drug and only the unit with the smaller spike 

responded. The average interval at the height of the discharge is 
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Figure 9 

Action of nicotine on rrlOvement receptors. (a), response of two 

closing units to movement. (b), response of the smaller of the two 

units in (a) to nicotine, 10-
3 

(c), response of another closing unit 

to movement. (d), response of the unit in (c) after administration 

of nicotine, 10-6 (e), same unit as in (c) and (d) after the nicotine 

has been washed out. 
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3.5 msec., corresponding to a frequency of 285 / sec. Other more 

sens itive units have displayed mechanical saturation frequencie s of 

40 - 55/sec and nicotine frequencies up to 240/sec. To assure that 

the nicotine was not stimulating the axons of the receptor cells con-

tro1 experiments were performed in which the propodite was left in-

tact and the nerve trunk exposed in carpopodite and m ,eropodite. While 

h d··· 10-3 d 10- 2 1· d · recording in t e m ,eropo 1te, n1cotlne at an was app 1e 1n 

the carpopodite; this procedure has absolutely no effect on the axons 

or the discharge due to movement. 

It was found that the action of nicotine could be detected even 

in concentrations that did not cause discharges from the PD cells. 

Figure 9(c) shows the response of a medium sensitive closing unit during 

just suprathresho1d movement. The cell begins to discharge late in 

the course of the movem.ent and only gives two spikes during the first 

closing and four during the second. Such behavior from a m ,ediurn 

sensitive unit was shown in the work with Carcinus (28). After record 

(c) was filmed, nicotine, 10 -6, was applied in the region of the exposed 

PD organ. Record (d) follows this app1ication--the record begins 4.2 

seconds after the administration of the drug. Now each closing m.ove-

ment produces many more spikes and the response begins earlier in 

the course of the movement, an effect similar to that obtained by in-

creasing the speed of the movement. The effect is fully reversible as 

shown by record (e) taken 6 seconds after washing out the preparation 

dish with fresh saline, completely changing the solution. The response 

again begins late in the course of the movement and only three or four 
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spikes are generated. Careful exaxnination of these three records 

reveals the presence of an opening position unit giving very sxnall spikes 

that do not show up well in reproduction. In (c) it fires in perfectly 

typical fashion, silent at the closed position and discharging at about 

80/sec. at the fullest opening used in the experixnent. In record (d) 

it is firing throughout the entire record at about 70/sec., and by the tixne 

record (e) was xnade the frequency had dropped to 20/sec. in the closed 

position but rose to 86/sec. in the opened position. Thus it is shown 

that nicotine affects both xnovexnent and position receptors of the PD 

organ, and potentiation by nicotine of the effect of xnechanical stixnula

tion seexns sixnilar in both types of receptor. Nicotine could not be 

shown to block xnechanical activation of xnovexnent receptors even at 

very high concentrations, nor did the effect of nicotine disappear so 

long as the drug was present in the solution bathing the PD organ. In 

one experixnent where washing out of the preparation was delayed, a 

xnovexnent unit continued to fire at elevated frequency for 3 xninutes. 

It did not seexn necessary to find out for how long such a discharge would 

persist if perxnitted. 

In xnost of the experixnents where a cell was ixnpaled with an intra

cellular electrode and identified as a xnovexnent receptor an attexnpt was 

xnade to obtain a record of the effect of nicotine. Every attexnpt failed; 

the resting potential of the cell simply disappeared abruptly with the 

application of the drug and it is assuxned that the agitation of the bathing 

fluid caused the electrode to pullout of the cell. 
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Nornicotine and Nicotinamide. These two drugs are close 

structural relatives of nicotine and only differ slightly from it. When 

applied to the crab PD organ they showed exactly the same effect as 

nicotine in provoking a massive discharge and single unit recordings 

revealed that they too caused discharges of quite high frequency. 

Their action was not studied in subthreshold doses but it ma.y be 

reasonably expected that in this they would also act just like nicotine. 

Acetylcholine (ACh). Acetylcholine acts as a synaptic transmit

ter substance in vertebrates, activating certain specialized postsynaptic 

membranes (53). It is also active in Arthropods; it excites the hearts 

of many crustacea (46,54), facilitates autotomy in Petrolisthes, facili

tates synapatic transrnission in the cockroach (47), and most significant 

in connection with this study stimulates the abdorninal and thoracic 

stretch receptors of crayfish (8,9,26). In its action on vertebrate 

systerns and also on crustacean hearts and the cockroach ganglion 

ACh effects the m .:!mbranes of postsynapic cells only in the regions of 

the synaptic connections. The abdominal stretch receptors of the cray

fish are not known to have any synapses on them t hat transmit cholinergi

cally and the thoracic stretch receptors are entirely devoid of synapses, 

indicating that ACh can affect membranes that are not ordinarily acti

vated by it. Since the effects of ACh and nicotine are practically indis

tinguishable in certain parts of the vertebrate nervoue system, ACh 

was tested on the crab PD organs in view of their sensitivity to nicotine. 

ACh had absolutely no effect on either the movement or position recep

tors of the PD organ of Pachygrapsus. 
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Eserine and Prostigmine. Both these drugs are inhibitors of 

the enzyme cholinesterase which hydrolizes ACh. In vertebrates these 

agents potentiate the effects of ACh by protecting it from the enzyme 

and prolonging its action (53). Wiersma et al. (9) found that eserine 

potentiated the effect of ACh on the crayfish stretch receptor and 

Wiersma. and Schallek (48,49, 50, 56) showed that it affected transmis sion 

at the lateral synapses even though ACh had no effect there. Eserine 

and prostigmi.ne were tested on the PD of the crab, first to see if they 

could unmask an effect of ACh and second to ascertain whether either 

would have an effect by itself. Neither drug affected the PD organ of 

the crab in any manner. 

Atropine. This is another drug involved in the ACh system in 

vertebrates; it combines with the ACh receptor sites and makes them 

unavailable to ACh (53). Although atropine seems to have no effect 

on the CNS of the crayfish (57) it does increase the spontaneous activity 

of the ventral cord of Callianassa (51) and also blocks the effect of ACh 

on the crayfish stretch receptor while setting up a low frequency dis

charge (9). Atropine applied to the PD of Pachygrapsus had no effect. 

Gamma aminobutyric acid (Gaba). Gaba has been identified as 

one of the components of an extract of mammalian brain that inhibits 

the discharge of crayfish stretch receptors (58,59), and will show this 

inhibitory action when applied in its pure form. The abdominal stretch 

receptors of the crayfish are supplied with inhibitory nerves and Edwards 

and Kuffler (45) have shown that Gaba mimics the effect of this nerve; 
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however, Wiersma and Pilgrim (26) have demonstrated that Gaba also 

inhibits the thoracic stretch receptors (N cells) of the crayfish which 

are devoid of synaptic terminations. It was thus possible that Gaba 

would inhibit the PD cells which similarly lack synapses. Gaba in a 

wide range of concentrations had no effect on the PD cells of Pachy

grapsus. 

Caffeine. This alkaloid has a general stimulatory effect on the 

mammalian CNS, kidney and cardiac muscle (53), but was reported to 

have no effect on neuromuscular transmission in the crayfish (52) . When 

applied to the crab PD organ caffeine was found to cause a decrease in 

the frequency of a response to movement and in sufficiently high concen

tration to abolish this response altogether. Washing of the preparation 

brings about the reappearance of the movement response within a few 

seconds. If nicotine is applied during the tim·e that mechanical activation 

of the movement receptor is blocked by caffeine, a .seemingly normal 

burst of impulses is recorded. 

The responses of stretch receptors to movement 

Since little is known of the response of other mechanoreceptors 

to the kind of stimulation employed on the movement receptors, and 

since the number of clear intracellular recordings from c ells of the PD 

organ is so small, it was decided to investigate the response of the 

crayfish stretch receptors to constant velocity stimuli. Intracellular 

recording from the stretch receptors would also serve as a check on 

the internal recording technique. Stretch receptors were excised from 
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the animals and mounted in the stimulating apparatus as described 

above. The receptor was first stimulated with low amplitude rectangu

lar movements until one spike was elicited at each small stretch. The 

transducer of course moved back to its original position between stimuli. 

In experiments where RMI and RM2 were stimulated together and their 

responses recorded simultaneously from the afferent nerve, larger 

step stim".Jli were applied to be sure that the spikes of the two cells 

could be distinguished; this on the basis of their differing adaptation 

rates to maintained stretch. In all intracellular recording experiments 

only one of the receptors was used, the other was discarded. 

The results obtained by stimulating both receptors together, 

stretching and relaxing them at constant speed, are shown in fig. lO(a). 

The response is from the afferent nerve and previous steady stimuli 

had shown the small spike to ,belong to RM2, the larger one to RMl. 

The three records were made with the same amplitude of stretch; only 

the rate of stretch and relaxation were increased from (a) to (a
2

). The 

records show that both receptors are far from perfect indicators of 

stretch during the two phases of stimulation. The first spike of the 

train in each full cycle occurs at a lesser degree of stretch than the 

last spike of the train during the relaxation. In RMI the first spike 

occurs at 27, 30 and 28 pe r cent of full extension for each of the three 

speeds, and the last spike at 45, 54 and 54 per cent of full extension 

during the relaxation. The corresponding Hgures for RM2 are 63, 64 

and 67 per cent during stretch and 98, 96 and 93 per cent during relaxa

tion. In both receptors the frequency of discharge increases smoothly 
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Figure 10 

Responses of the RM ' s to constant velocity stimuli. (a), RMI and 

RM2 stimulated and recorded together. {all and (a
2

), the same at 

two higher speeds, the smaller spikes are from RM2, the larger 

ones from RMl. (b), intracellular response of RM2 to stimuli 

just bracketing the spike threshold. (c), the same as (b) but from 

RMl. (d), intracellular response of RMI to higher intensity and 

speed of stretch. Calibration: 20 mv., 200 msec. 
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with increasing stretch and drops rapidly with relaxation, and, except 

for the response of RMZ in record (aZ)' the pOint of maximuIn frequency 

coincides with the point of maximum stretch and the frequency does not 

decline until the relaxation begins. In the response of RMZ in (a
Z

) the 

frequency of discharge does not appear to increase regularly as the 

stretch increases, somewhat reminiscent of the response of a movement 

receptor except that the last spike usually appears on the relaxation. 

However it must be pointed out that this level of stimulus is near the 

threshold range of the high threshold RMZ and that in experiments with 

RMZ alone, where the stimulus amplitude was greater, the response 

pattern differed very little from that shown here for RMl. 

The unequal response exhibited by these receptors to the two 

phases of a full cycle of stretch and relaxation appears to be due to two 

causes. The first is the "off" response of the generator potential seen 

in the RMl by Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (lZ) at the rapid cessation of a 

steady stretch. Figure 10(b) is an intracellular record from a single 

RMZ and 10(c) is froIn an RMl. The stimulus aInplitude is slightly 

higher in the first and fourth cycles of 10(b) than in the second and third 

cycles, and is siInilarly higher in the third and fourth cycles of 10(c) than 

in the first and second cycles. Thus each record shows two stretches 

that are just subthreshold and the generator potential is not distorted 

by spikes. The generator potentials in both are seen to rise smoothly 

as the stretch exceeds a certain amplitude and then fall abruptly when 

the relaxation begins; the rate of fall is greater than the rate of rise in 

both receptors. Since the low slopes at the beginning and end of the 
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generator potentials make it difficult to place precise limits on the 

response and compare the time course of rise and fall qualitatively, 

it must suffice to state that the greater parts of the rising and falling 

phases look very much alike; only the parts right about full stretch 

differ greatly. Indeed once the rapid part of the falling phase is 

over, the remainder of the decay of the potential appears to be nearly 

a mirror image of the early part of the rise. Where the stimulation 

is just suprathreshold, spikes are elicited which hasten the rapid 

fall of the baseline potential. No experiments were performed in 

which higher levels of stretch were employed and an agent used to 

block the spikes so no statement can be made regarding the true shape 

of the generator potentials under conditions of suprathreshold stimula

tion. However the aSYInInetry of the spike discharge at such higher 

stimulus intensities may be due in part to a rapid decrease in the 

generator potential. 

Such an asyrnrn.etry of the generator potential is not the only 

admissible cause for the unequal responses. Part (d) of fig. 10 shows 

the intracellularly recorded response of an RMl to high amplitude 

stretch. The speed of stretch increases from left to right, the last 

two cycles being at the same speed. Here there is some aSYInInetry 

of the generator potential though not so obvious as in the foregoing 

records. In this series of responses the second mechanism that ac

counts for the fall of spike frequency may be seen. In each cycle of 

stretching the firing level of the spikes increases as the burst proceeds . 

This indicates that the threshold of the spike generating m.~mbrane is 
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rising, the average increase being 5.2 mv., but showing no systematic 

relationship to speed of stretch; and although the rate of the rise of 

the prepotentials of the spikes increases, the frequency does not go up 

linearly due to this compensatory rise of threshold. Indeed in the 

second and fifth cycles of stretch the generator potential just after the 

last spike may even be higher than just before the first spike yet it 

fails to evoke a fully regenerative response. Recordings from RM2 

under similar stimulus conditions fail to show a clear-cut rise of the 

spike firing level, yet the mOre abrupt fall of the generator potential 

in RM2, if it behaves at higher stimulus levels as it does near thresh-

old, may more than compensate for the lack of increase in the thresh-

old for spiking. No records were made of the effect of overstretching 

an RM with this type of stimulus, but it seems safe to assume that 

overdepolarization would silence the spiking mechanism until the 

generator potential had dropped from its peak, whereupon spiking 

should resume only to cease again when the generator potential had 

fallen below the spike threshold. 

Pharmacological properties of crayfish PD and stretch receptors 

As pointed out aboye, the effects on the crayfish RM's of ACh, 

eserine, atropine and Gaba are already known, and these are listed 

in Table 1. Florey (59) had reported that nicotine 10 -6 _ 10 -4 slightly 

accelerates the discharge of an active RM, and in a concentration of 

-3 
10 stops the discharge. It was decided to recheck these data and 

additionally to test caffeine on the RM's; thus a comparison could be 
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made o f the effects on both crab PD cells and RM ' s of at least SIX agents. 

It was found that nicotine in a wide range o f concentrations (10 -
6 

_ 10 - 2) 

has no effect on RMl or RM2 if the receptor muscle is entirely slack. 

Only when the muscle is extended to a just subthreshold length does 

10-3 nicotine eli~it a response; and only when the receptor is already 

firing do lower concentrations o f nicotine accelerate the discharge 

slightly. When the receptor muscle was slacked off to the point where 

it was thrown into a shallow curve and nicotine, 10 -3, applied during 

visual observation, it was seen that the curvature decreased--the 

muscle contracted. It m u st be concluded that the effect of nicotine on 

RM ' s is due to the isometric contraction of the receptor muscle. 

Caffeine had no discernable effect on either RMI or RM2. 

Examination of the first two columns of Table 1 immediately 

reveals a striking difference in the pharmacological properties of the 

crab PD receptors and the crayfish RM's. This difference might be 

due to the different species used or to a difference in the two types 

of receptors. In order to distinguish between these two possibilities, 

five of the drugs were tested on the movement and position receptors 

of the PD organ of the crayfish cheliped. These five were chosen as 

being representative of the different classes of agents used and are: 

ACh, eserine, nicotine, Gaba and caffeine. ACh and eserine, alone 

or in combination, were without effect, as was Gaba. 

Nicotine stimulated both the movement and position receptors. 

The stimulation was weak with 10- 5 but clear-cut with 10-4 and 10-3 • 

In these e x periments the electromechanical system was not used; 
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movements were accomplished by hand. The only results accepted 

were those in which only one or two units responded to both mechanical 

and drug stimulation. Obviously the synergism between movement and 

nicotine could not be tested in this manner, but the graded effect of 

nicotine allows one to conclude that it is very likely this synergism 

exists in the crayfish PD receptors as well as in those of the crab. 

Caffeine was tested on the crayfish PD units in concentrations 

-5 -3 
ranging from 10 - 10 ,and had no effect on the reactions of the 

receptor cells. On the first two or three occasions a discharge did 

occur when the caffeine was applied to the opened propodite, but this 

discharge was accompanied by an obvious contraction of the closer 

muscle. Ellis et al. (52) reported that caffeine had no effect on neuro-

muscular transmission or upon contraction in the crayfish closer muscle; 

yet the contraction due to caffeine was repeated four times. To pursue 

this result further is beyond the scope of this investigation. In order 

to eliminate the effect of this contraction the entire claw was pinned 

down as securely as possible and caffeine then applied. Under these 

conditions only a very slight movement of the dactyl occurred which 

was accompanied by two or three impulses in a very sensitive closing 

unit. Just afterward, the pins were removed from t he dactyl and the 

response o f the receptors checked. They responded quite normally. 
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DISCUSSION 

The basis for unidirectional response 

Although sorn.e hair type rn.echanoreceptors are known in the 

arthropods that will respond preferentially to bending of the hair in one 

direction (24,60,61), and a nurn.ber of receptors have been reported to 

respond to rn.overn.ent (23,27,62,63,64,65), in only (line group o f anirn.als 

is a receptor known that responds wholly to rn.overn.·ent of a jOint in one 

direction only. That group is the Decapod Crustacea and here the cells 

responsible for this response are always found to lie in elastic organs 

spanning the joints they serve. Pringle (66) has found that responses 

to joint rn.overn.ent in the legs of Lirn.ulus polyphern."..ls originate in elastic 

organs spanning the joints ; but has not reported single unit analysis that 

would show whether the receptor cells are unidirectionally sensitive. 

Although bidirectional response to rn.overn. ,'~nt rn.ight be explained as being 

due to transient pressure changes on a deforrn.ation sensitive cell (23), 

such a rn.echanisrn. does not suffice for the Decapod rn.overn.ent receptors. 

Nor can preferential stretching of a fast adapting type of stretch receptor 

be rn.ade to fit the data: apparently this is what Wiersrn.a. and Boettiger 

(28 ) had in rn.ind when they suggested that the opening units of the crab 

PD rn.ight be associated with the fanning fibrils of the PD while the closing 

units rn.i ght be associated with the rn.ain strand. The present work has 

shown that the fanning fibrils are entirely dispensable in the response 

of the PD organ, sorn.ething that Wiersrn.a and Boettiger subsequently 

inferred frorn. the results of experirn.e nts on the crab CP organs. The 
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rotation experiIn,~nts reported above dispose of another mechanism 

whereby tension changes might be transmitted to two groups of cells 

differentially. That is, if one group had its distal processes running 

around the strand in one sense, and another group in the other, then by 

differential rotation rates in different layers of the strand the two 

groups might undergo increases of tension in opposite directions of 

rotation. In fact rotation of the strand up to 720 degrees in either 

direction failed to stimulate the movement receptors. It must be pointed 

out that if rotation were the adequate stimulus for the movement recep

tors, they ought to be exceedingly sensitive thereto since the strand has 

never been observed, in situ, to rotate more than a few degrees. 

It is therefore neces sary to seek an entirely different mechanism 

than those of stretch or pressure. The experiments reported above m3.ke 

it entirely clear thaLthe adequate stimulus for the movement receptors 

is the change of length of the strand; closing units respond to lengthening 

and opening units to shortening. Of course the tension in the strand 

must change concomitantly with the length; but it is as yet im;>ossible to 

tell whether the movement receptors are responding to this change in 

tension or to their displacement with respect to other parts of the organ. 

That such unequal displacement of different components of the PD organ 

does occur in Pachygrapsus as it does in Carcinus (28, fig. 4) has been 

confirm,~d by direct visual observation. Two cells that could be easily 

identified were watched during opening and closing and were seen to 

change position relative to each other at the opened and closed positions. 

That two cells will change relative -position is not absolute proof that 
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other elements move differentially; yet it is indicative that such may 

be possible. For present purposes it will be explicitly assumed that 

such differential movement of the parts of the organ does take place; 

and this in combination with the ultrastructural information from 

Whitear (35, 36) (see appendix) permits a hypothesis to be formed. If the 

scolopales of the cells of the organ enter the elastic strand at a high angle, 

and if the base of a scolopale is translated by the change in length of the 

band a distance different from that through which the apex of the 

scolopale is moved, then the scolopale must be bent. Providing that 

both distal processes in the scolopale lie-in the plane of the strand then 

this bending will cause one of the distal processes to lie further out on 

the radius of the curve so formed. The distal processes will then be 

deformed unequally: the one on the outside of the curve will be 

lengthened and the other will be shortened. Stretching of the distal 

process may well be the truly adequate stimulus for the movement 

receptors as it is felt to be for stretch receptors. As hinted above, 

the fact that most of the scolopales in CP2 seem to contain only one 

normal distal process and the further finding that CP2 responds more 

strongly to one direction of movement than the other would strongly 

favor Whitear's assumption that one of the distal processes belongs to 

an opening unit and the other to a closing unit. Unfortunately for 

Whitear's suggestion of electrical interaction in the scolopale, the 

activity of one of the cells would most likely be a cathodal stimulus 

to the other and would stimulate not inhibit; besides which there 

could be no such interaction in a scolopale of a CP organ. The 
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hypothesis presented in this paper does not require any interaction of 

the cells in order to achieve a unidirectional response; this is taken 

care of entirely by the structural situation. In order to account for 

the prompt cessation of discharge at the c lose of a movement, it is 

only necessary to assume that the coupling between the scolopale of a 

movement receptor and the strand is of a viscous nature . When a 

movement ceased the apex of the scolopale might slip back slightly 

and reduce the curvature of the scolopale. The entire difference be

tween PD movement and position receptors could be due to how tightly 

the scolopale was coupled to the fibers of the strand. Intermediate 

degrees of coupling could then be responsible for the response patterns 

of some units which partake of the character of both movement and 

position receptors (29). Even the differing thresholds of the movement 

receptors can be explained in the context of this hypothesis. If two cells 

move through different distances in the course of a movement then one 

must be subjected to more force than the other. Those cells that 

move farthest with respect to the rest of the PD organ should thus have 

the lowest thresholds to movement speed. 

There are of coqrse other conceivable mechanisms for the activa

tion of the movement receptor, for instance crosswise shearing of the 

distal process. This does not contain an inherent explanation for uni

directional sensitivity,. which alone makes it unattractive . Further

more, the presence of the relatively massive scolopidial structure 

surrounding the distal process would be expected to greatly reduce 

the effect of shear forces. The very topic of the mechanism of stimu-
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lation of arthropod mechanoreceptors is assiduously avoided by most 

authors, except that Cohen (24) has computed the threshold deformation 

in a statocyst cell distal process to be 0.5f.L. The fact that no one has 

determined the orientation of the distal process with respect to the 

plane of maximal sensitivity in those mechanosensory hairs with a 

preferred direction of stimulation is to be regretted. It is obvious 

that the entire hypothesis presented above stands or falls on the orien

tation of the scolopidia and distal processes to the elastic strand of the 

PD organ. This has not been investigated so far, an unfortunate omis

sion in Whitear's excellent work. It is hoped that this subject may be 

examined in the near future. 

The saturation frequency and rhythmicity 

In the section on results there were presented three mechanisms 

one of which might underlie the low saturation frequency of the move

ment receptors. They were: 1, limitation of the amplitude of the 

generator potential at the spiking locus due to decrement over a long 

distance ; 2, the presence in the cell membrane of a rhythmic change 

in excitability which makes spikes much more probable at certain times 

than at others; and 3, limitation of the stress placed on the cell due to 

mechanical factors. I shall deal with each possibility separately in 

the order they are given. 

Limitation due to generator potential decrement 

According to Burke (32) the distal processes of the cells of the 

PD organ are generally about 200 micra in length. There is no reason 
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to suppose that the mechanotransducer m.~mbrane is anywhere but at 

the tip of the process, and some writers have implicitly assum·~d 

that the excitation generated at the m.~chanotransducer membrane 

would have to reach the region of the soma in order to trigger the 

production of spikes (21). This assumption is probably based on the 

finding by Case et al. (67) and Kuffler (68) that the spikes of the cray

fish abdominal stretch receptors are set up in the axon of the sensory 

neuron and then progres .s both centrally to the CNS and distally into 

the soma. This assumption is surprising in view of the structure of 

certain p.roprioceptive organs in the basal joints of many decapods 

that have been described by Alexandrowicz and Whitear (34). These 

organs are innervated by the distal processes of cells whose somas 

are in the ventral cord and these distal processes m st carry spikes; 

the sensory nerves of vertebnates are distal processes in the sense 

that the term is used here and they can carry spike impulses. It is 

remotely possible that Alexandrowicz and Whitear could have missed 

seeing the cell bodies of the organs they describe, but this is extremely 

unlikely. 

Certainly the spikes of the movement receptors are not initiated 

in the cell soma; in the intracellular records from the soma (fig. 7, 

fig. 8) they are not preceded by a slow depolarization that one would 

expect to be present if the recording electrode were close to the point 

where the spike was set up. Thus the spike of the movement receptor 

must be initiated in the distal process of the cell and propagate through 

the soma. In view of this fact, one may conclude that the spike initiating 
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poin~ is reasonably close to the mechanotransducer m,~mbrane; that the 

generator potential, if present in these cells, would not necessarily be 

expected to be limited by decremental conduction to a low value at the 

spike initiating locus; and that the first possible explanation for the low 

saturation frequency may be discarded. 

Occurrence of a rhythmic excitability change 

A mechanism in this category is the one proposed by Wiersma 

(37) to explain both the low saturation frequency and the apparent drop

out pattern of the discharge of the movement receptors of Carcinus; 

he has gone so far as to propose that the excitability rhythm might be 

ma.nifested as an oscillation o f the membrane potential of the cell. 

This oscillation could be either sinusoidal or relaxation-oscillation in 

form and would change the excitability of the cell with time s inc e at its 

positive going peaks it would bring the spike initiating locus closer to 

threshold than at its negative going troughs. That such oscillatory poten

tials do occur in nerve cells has been abundantly docum'~nted; both 

spontaneous (21, 69, 70, 71) and triggered (72, 73, 74, 75) varieties have 

been observed. Both classes of oscillations have been found to be 

graded in amplitude and to be of remarkably constant frequency; either 

would serve quite well to account for the behavior of movement receptor 

cells. Most of the authors reporting such occurrences assum .. ~ that the 

depolarization and repolarization phases of these oscillations are es

sentially the same as those proposed for the spike potential by Hodgkin 

and Huxley (76), but acting in a low grade manner rather than explosively. 
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It is either stated or implied that the only difference between oscillations 

and spikes is the inability, in the former, of the Na permeability change 

to become fully regenerative. Cole and Baker (77) have found an lIinduc

tive II component in the impedance of the squid axon membrane and Cole 

(78) has gone so far as to compute the natural undamped oscillation fre

quency of the squid membrane. He achieved values in line with the 

frequencies observed in this system. Cole does not speculate on the 

pos sible identity of the lIinductive II component wi th one of the known 

membrane processes, but it is likely the regenerative Na conductance 

mechanism. 

The most exacting examination of the intracellular records from 

movement receptors does not disclose an oscillation of the membrane 

potential, either during stimulation or when the cells are at rest. Since 

it has been assumed that the electrode in the soma is at a considerable 

distance from the spike initiating locus this is not conclusive evidence 

against the existemce of an oscillation but a careful examination of the 

data which exist negates to some extent the most compelling argument 

which would lead one to believe an oscillation necessary. This argu

ment is based on the supposed dropout pattern of discharge and the 

occurrence of doublet firing. The argument, by a process of exclusion, 

claims that only an oscillatory mechanism could be responsible for 

single impulses or high frequency groups occurring always at intervals 

that are integral multiples of some basic short interval. The movement 

receptor discharge in Pachygrapsus, though quite regular, did not 

seem to be as regular as might be expected so a count was m'ide in a 
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good record of all the intervals of various length and the results plotted 

in the form of a bar graph. According to Wiersma ' s hypothesis a 

series of peaks should appear in such a plot corres p onding to the basic 

saturation interval and its multiples. Except for doublets and triplets 

none of the intervals ought to be shorter than the fundamental saturation 

interval and very few intervals should have values falling between the 

peaks. The actual graph for Pachygrapsus is presented in fig. 11. There 

is a major peak at 20 msec., corresponding to a frequency of SO / sec., 

and a double peak at 39 and 41 msec. Ii the basic interval is taken to be 

about 10 msec., a frequency of 100/sec., one would expect the peaks 

near 2 0 , 3 0 , 40 and 50 msec. But the hypothesis is greatly strained by 

the broad peak at 13 - 16 msec . and the large one at 24 - 25 msec. ; 

possibly the movement receptors of Pachygrap sus are less rhythmic 

than those of Carcinu8 and are poor tools for the exploration of this p rob

lem. To check this possibility the data of Wiersma and Boettiger (28 , 

fig. 3) were subjected to the same analysis as those from Pachygrapsus; 

the result is p resented in fig. 12. Here there are four graphs, since 

each part of their fig. 3 was derived from a different cell, and the com

parison of intervals is only valid for a single cell. It is not easy to 

make exact measurements on printed figures, the contrast under the 

microscope is horrible, yet the internal consistency of the measurements 

makes it likely that the results so obtained are reliable for the present 

purpose. The data are p resented in the same m3.nner as in fig. 11, ex

cept that the length of the intervals must be given in arbitrary units. 

The average values of the shortest intervals have been computed and 

the arrows , inserted in a, band c, indicate the integral multiples of 
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Figure 11 

The distribution of interval lengths in the discharge of a single 

movement unit from P. crassipes. Interval length is shown on the 

abscissa; the number of intervals of each length is indicated on the 

ordinate . 
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Figure 12 

Interval length distribution in Carcinus derived from the results 

o f Wiersma and Boettiger (80, fig. 3). Each part of the figure is 

plotted separately; the method is the saUle as in fig. 11 except that 

the interval lengths are in arbitrary units. 
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these average values. In part a the saturation was best and the mini

mum interval quite constant, but the incidence of spikes at longer inter

vals seems to be random. Parts band c have a larger proportion of 

single dropouts and it may be seen that the interval between the two 

spikes before and after a dropout is fairly constant in both; yet in 

neither is the average value of the dropout interval exactly twice the 

minimum interval and they are not even consistent in the way in which 

the dropout interval varies from twice the minimum; in b it is less and 

in c more than twice the saturation interval. Here too at longer inter

vals the relationship appears to become more random. This is most 

apparent in part d where all the intervals are longer than saturation, 

and it is impos sible to define any grouping of the interval durations 

or to derive a possible value for a minimum interval. One must admit 

that an oscillation such as Wiersma. proposes would be unlikely to possess 

a perfectly constant frequency; it would, after all, be produced by a cell 

membrane and not by a stabilized electronic circuit. It can be claimed 

that the variation at long intervals is due to drift of the frequency of 

oscillation and that even a single dropout interval need not be exactly 

twice the saturation interval. But in a single train of impulses from 

an individual cell one can justifiably demand that the average dropout 

interval ought to be just twice the saturation interval even if the fre

quency of oscillation "hunts." One cannot absolutely exclude the possi

bility of oscillation in the excitability of movement receptors; but the 

data do not demand the existence of such a mechanism nor do they ex

clude others that could not account for near perfect rhythmicity. 
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In particular they do not exclude a m.e chanism. such as that ob

served by Burkhardt (79, 80) in the crayfish stretch receptor. At low 

tem.perature, dropouts are recorded from. the RMl; and intracellular 

recording reveals that at each dropout in the spike pattern a low am.pli

tude oscillation with faster rise than decay takes the place of the m.issing 

spike and repolarizes the cell preparatory to the next full spike. This 

is probably the local potential of Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (12,13), a 

species of abortive s pike that p roduces a refractory period. Such 

abortive spikes, variously called prepotentials, pseudo-pointes or local 

potentials, decay m.ore rapidly than would be predicted for passive 

discharge of the m.em.brane cap acitance and are usually of all-or-none 

nature (81 , 82, 8 3, 84). They are thought to be the im.m.ediately precedent 

step to the initiation of the spike, appearing alone only when the full 

spike fails to develop (20). The occurrence of such potentials as an 

antecedent step in the production of the m.ovem.ent receptor spikes m.ight 

explain the low saturation frequency if the prepotentials had a long re

fractory period, for instance 10 - 15 m.sec. Then were nicotine to acti

vate the spiking m.em.brane directly, without the intervention of the pre

potentials, the drug could produce a m.uch higher frequency than m.echani

cal stiInulation. Or, alternatively, nicotine m.ight drive the cell prior 

to the prepotential step but with such vigor as to override the prepotential 

m.echanism. and swam.p its frequency lim.iting characteristic. The record 

of nlcotine stim.ulation in fig. 9 (b) holds possibilities in this respect. 

The train starts with eight spikes that are no closer than the closest 

spikes of this unit on m.echanical stim.ulation in 9(a). Then there is a 
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rather quick transition to a higher frequency which rises smo othly 

higher still. As the frequency then begins to drop there occur four 

apparent dropouts and then another rather abrupt shift to a lower fre

quency at which the cell continues to fire for several seconds before 

the frequency starts to decrease again, this time smoothly. Such be

havior m i ght be due to the nicotine stimulation first activating and then 

swamping the prepotential frequency setter; and finally dropping to the 

point where the prepotentials once again took over in determining the 

maximum frequency. 

The only potential changes of the required nature that are seen 

in the intracellular recording from Pachygrapsus m:)vement receptors 

are the 1 - 2 mv. potentials that have been called prepotentials due to 

their seeming participation in the rising phase of the spikes. The maxi

m um f requency of occurrences of these potentials is, however, in the 

range of l2S / sec. in the one ceil where they have been observed; and 

since this cell had a low threshold to movement it is not likely that its 

saturation frequency would be more than about SO / sec. This cannot be 

stated with certainty since an attempt to achieve saturation at the end 

of this experiment resulted in the loss of the penetration. Yet the pro

bability that the saturation frequency would be quite low is so strong that 

it does seem impossible that l20 / sec. potentials could represent the 

saturation frequency mechanism. 

Limitation of drive due to mechanical factors 

The third pos sible explanation for the low saturation frequency 
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postulates a poor coupling between the elastic strand and the sensory 

neurons such that the amount of stress which may be transmitted to a 

distal process is limited. The mechanism of coupling between strand 

and distal process postulated above (pp. 67, 68 ) contains an inherent 

limit on the drive to which a cell may be submitted; if the scolopale is 

bent because its base and apex move unequal distances, then the angle 

of bending cannot, as I see it, exceed 90 degrees. This sets an upper 

limit to the degree that a distal process can be bent and therefore to 

the output frequency of a cell. Unfortunately, since Whitear (35) claims 

that the structure of both position and movement receptors looks the 

same, this cannot explain the low frequency of saturation of the move

ment receptors. It is in the differences between movement and position 

receptors that an explanation m llst be sought; and a difference has already 

been postulated that will fit our need. It has been proposed above that 

the essential structural difference between movement and position re

ceptors that explains their different sensitivities is how they are coupled 

to the fibers of the elastic strand; and that in order for the movement 

receptor response to cease at the end of movement their coupling must 

be rather loose or viscous. This would allow the scolopale of a move

ment receptor to straighten out when movement stopped, but would also 

imply that a movement receptor ought not to be as accessible to defor

mation as a position receptor. In the course of a movement the same 

slippage that releases the scolopale at the end of movement might already 

be occurring and dissipating the mechanical force applied to the scolo

pale. Thus the same mechanism that makes a movement receptor 
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respond only to changes of position m.ay also be responsible for its low 

output frequency. This sam.e m.echanism. m.ay well be the basis for the 

irregular discharge at subsaturation levels. If the postulated slippage 

takes place, it would very likely be a jerky process; stim.ulation level 

at the distal process would not be a sm.ooth function of speed, and the 

frequency would m.irror this. 

How then explain the doublet firing and the alm.ost doubled satura

tion interval at a dropout? For the latter I do not see an explanation at 

present. It m.ay be due to an abortive spike but none have been observed. 

Lippold et al. (84) have observed dropouts in the spontaneous discharge 

of a m.am.m.alian spindle cooled below 32 degrees C. Their recording 

is m.ade at the exit of the afferent nerve from. the m.uscle m.ass, close 

enough to the spindle to pick up the receptor potential; yet they see no 

sign of an oscillation or partial spike. They cannot explain the dropout 

phenom.enon either. The occurrence of doublet and triplet firing is 

another m.atter. Eyzaguirre and Kuffler (13) have observed high fre

quency grouped firing in stretch receptors in response to a single anti

drom.ic impulse. They propose that this is due to electrically excitable 

activity in the proxim.al portions of the dendrites; this activity lasts 

longer than it takes for the spike initiating locus to recover its excita

bility and so -triggers another spike. Asynchronous invasion of the 

several dendrites of the stretch receptor is assum.ed to be responsible 

for the long duration of som.e of these grouped discharges. I would 

propose that a sim.ilar m.echanism. is responsible for doublets and trip

lets in the m.ovem.ent receptors, and that the positively directed after-
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pote ntials followi ng the spikes are the electrical signs of this activi ty . 

In the records of Wiersm a a nd Boettiger (2 8) the second spike 

of a doublet follows the first at a very short interval and sim ilarly i n 

fig. 8 of the present work . In fact , i n both parts (a) and (b) of fig . 8 

the second spike of a doublet appears right at the peak of-the positive 

afterpotential produced by the first spike of the doublet. That these 

poSftil7e afterpotentials are actually produced by the spikes m ust be so; 

nothing of their shape and time course is seen in the absence of spikes. 

This positive afterpotential may reach the spike initiating locus, which 

has probably recovered within the 8 msec. between spikes of the doublet, 

and set off a second spike if it adds to another drive produced by mechani

cal input. I think it safe to assume that the spike initiating locus fully 

recovers in 8 m sec. since the refractoriness produced by a spike does 

not long outlast the spike . As the afterpotential decays the probability 

that any more spikes will be set up must decrease. This would lead to 

the prediction that whereas doublets are rare events, triplets are even 

more rare; and this is indeed the case, tri plets are almost never ob

served in the movement receptors of Pachygrapsus. I think the fact that 

the afterpotential lasts for 20 msec., corresponding to a frequency of 

50/sec., is purely fortuitous. If the afterpotential produced a refrac

toriness that set the saturation frequency it could not simultaneously 

produce doublet firing . 

It was hoped that the series of experiments on the temperature 

dependence of the saturation frequency would yield evidence that might 

be used to distinguish whether saturation is due to passive or active 
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processes . By passive processes I mean those involving only mechani

cal factors such as coupling to the strand or bending of the scolopale; 

while under active processes I would include all those that occur in the 

cell membrane and are based on chemical reactions. A low QIO could 

be taken to indicate the former, a high ~O the latter. The actual value 

arrived at for the QlO of the saturation frequency is 1.7, neither high 

nor low. Since it was arrived at using data from a single cell it may be 

completely unreliable, but I think its implications must still be con

sidered. Most biologists seem to feel that a QlO value close to one indi

cates a physical process whereas a value over two indicates a chemical 

process; the range in between is a sort of no man's land . The value of 

1. 7 may indicate either of two things: that a mechanical proces s is 

taking place but that its parameters are determined largely by chemical 

changes such as rearrangements of large protein molecules ; or that the 

saturation process is determined by two active chemical reactions that 

have opposing effects . Inrnann and Peruzzi (43) have calculated the ~O 

of the Na permeability change in the Pacinian corpuscle to be 2.58; they 

are almost undoubtedly dealing with a single chemical reaction. One 

cannot conclude the same for the saturation proces s since its QlO is not 

even in the same range. It is my opinion that while the QlO of the satura

tion frequency is not decisive in indicating the nature of the underlying 

mechanism, neither does it exclude any of those considered. 

Initiation of spikes in movement receptors 

A theory may now be formulated concerning the sequence of 
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events in the initiation of spikes in the movement receptors, the entire 

sequence being localized in the distal process at a distance of as much 

as 200 f.L from the recording site. The m e chanical stimulus mayor may 

not elicit a generator potential in the form of a slow shift in the m em

brane potential of the mechanosensitive membrane (5,12) that is graded 

in amplitude and proportional to the stress placed on the cell. Such 

slow shifts as have been observed in the intracellular records are not 

consistently in phase with the movements and do not show any correla

tion with the discharge frequency. A generator potential may be produced 

but go undetected due to the distance from the recording electrode to its 

site of production. The next step in the sequence, which is undoubtedly 

present, would be the production of the prepotentials. These might be 

triggered by the generator potential if present, or might be set off 

directly by the mechanical deformation. The production of brief local 

responses by maintained stimuli has been clearly ~hown to occur in the 

Pacinian corpuscle (15,16). Not every prepotential initiates a spike, 

but this occurs in other systems (8 3) and is due presumably to the opera

tion of a second factor . Very likely the prepotentials are necessary for 

the production of spikes , subthreshold m:>vements produce neither. 

The significance o f the high frequency of the prepotentials observed in 

fig . 8 is unclear ; but this high frequency does militate against the pre

potentials as the saturation m e chanism. Perhaps the spike initiating 

locus, although closer to the transducer membrane than the cell body, 

is still so far away that the intervention of a local regenerative process 

i s necessary to assure the production of spikes . 
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I have alluded above to a second process besides the prepoten

tials that determines whether spikes will be generated. This is obviously 

the proces s that sets the saturation frequency and its nature cannot posi

tively be determined from the data at hand. The results of the experi

ments on the effect of nicotine do not help here. Nicotine acts on the 

movement receptors in a seemingly graded manner; very low doses only 

add to the stimulation brought about by movement while higher ones can 

elicit discharges in the complete absence of movement. Data have been 

presented which indicate that nicotine activates the membrane which 

produces the prepotentials; it certainly doesn't exert its effect through 

the mechanoreceptive membrane for when this membrane is blocked 

by caffeine nicotine still works. Assumi.ng the presence in these cells 

of a generator potential one can envisage that nicotine partially de

polarizes the prepotential producing membrane so that a smaller genera

tor potential can trigger it better. More nicotine will itself trigger the 

prepotentials and still more nicotine would depolarize the prepotential 

producing membrane to the point where it could not be repolarized at 

all; the stimulation to the spike producing locus would then be of high 

amplitude and prolonged duration. 

Comparison between movement receptors and crayfish stretch receptors 

In the behavior of the crayfish stretch receptors subjected .to 

constant velocity stretching and relaxation may be found a single attri

bute to be applied to the movement receptors, if with caution. The "off" 

effect at the end of stretch may well occur in the movement receptors 

as well as in the stretch receptors . Its course in fig. IO{b), taken from 
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an RM2, is particularly exaggerated, probably by the fornl of the stinlu

Ius. That it is of greater nlagnitude in the fast adapting RM2 is particu

larly significant since such an "off" effect in the generator potential of 

the nlovenlent receptor would assure the pronlpt cessation of its dis

charge at the end of a nlove=ent. The fact that the output frequency of 

an RM2 does not change a great deal as the speed of stretching is in

creased indicates that the rate at which the adaptation process develops 

is tied to the rate of stiInulus increase, sOnlething that has been assunled 

for the nlQvenlent receptors . It is not likely that the change in spike 

threshold would be of great nlOnlent in the nlovenlent receptors since 

this change does not beconle effective until rather high discharge fre

quencies are attained (12). · 

I think it would be nlisleading to apply directly to the nlovenlent 

receptors the present theories that account for fast adaptation in the 

RM2, especially since it has already been shown that fast adaptation 

in RM2 is only a special case of the adaptation shown by all known 

stretch receptors. Just as =isleading, in nly view, are three reports 

that have described responses re=iniscent of those of nlovenlent re

ceptors, but recorded fronl known position receptors. In all three, 

sinusoidal stinlulation was applied to position receptors and it was 

found that the point of nlaxinlunl discharge frequency seenled to depend 

on the rate of stretching; yet all th:ree experiInents are subject to the 

sanle objections. The first is to the fornl of the stinlulus. Since the 

rate o f stretch changes progressively it is a chancy affair to state what 

is the exact correspondence between the receptors I discharge and the 
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rate of change of their length. Only constant velocity stretching at dis

creetly different rates disposes of this problem. More serious from 

the point of view of interpretation is the failure in all three reports to 

take into account the phenomenon of overstretch (9,12). This consists 

of a slowing and then complete stoppage of the discharge of a crayfish 

stretch receptor as the stretch on it is increased beyond a certain limit; 

and is due to the intense depolarization set up at the point of spike initi

ation by the generator potential. Under such conditions of intense de

polarization the sodium conductance mechanism is inactivated and spikes 

cannot be evolved. All three of the reports state that as the rate of 

stimulation is increased the m3.ximUlll frequency of discharge shifts 

to the phase of increasing stretch. Krnjevic and van Gelder (14) report 

that the tension in a stretch receptor does not rise linearly with length, 

but overshoots with a subsequent drop to a steady level characteristic 

of the new length. The degree of overshoot increases as the speed of 

the stretch increases. Thus in the experiments of Lowenstein and 

Finlayson (85) on insect stretch receptors and those of Lippold et al. (25) 

on muscle spindles, as the frequency of a sinusoidal stimulus is in

creased the overshoot of tension on each stretching phase would like

wise increase with the result that at high frequencies the tension on 

the receptor might get up into the overstretch region even though a 

slower stretch to the same length would not result in overstretch. It 

is interesting that Lippold et al. insist that the shift cannot be due to 

adaptation because the receptors often go silent before the peak of the 

stretch is reached. Even the experiments of Pringle and Wilson (87) 
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though performed on the leg spines of Periplaneta americana, are subject 

to this objection since their results show that the "phase advance" pro-

duced by increasing frequency is similarly produced by an increase in 

stimulus amplitude with no change in stimulus frequency. 

These considerations indicate that there is a fundamental dif

ference between the PD receptors and most types of stretch receptors. 

Certainly the microanatomy of the ultimate dendritic extensions of the 

PD cells as revealed by Wbitear is vastly different from that of the 

crayfish stretch receptors as found by Florey and Florey. It is possible, 

as stated above, that the ultimate nature of the adequate stimulus to both 

may be stretch of the mechanotransducer membrane; but until a study 

appears of the relation of distal process to strand in the PD organ this 

is only a guess. The difference between PD receptors and muscle re

ceptor organs is merely emphasized by their pharmacological properties; 

they respond to entirely different sets ofl drugs. Most interesting are 

their properties with respect to the drugs which in vertebrates affect 

cholinergic cells: ACh, eserine, atropine and nicotine. A whole class 

of effects of ACh in mammals is labelled nicotinic because the effects 

of the two drugs are virtually indistinguishable; e.g., the stimulation of 

postgangliOniC autonomic units or of skeletal muscle (53). It is a widely 

held theory that ACh combines with specific "receptor" molecules in 

the membranes of the cells it acts upon and that nicotine mimics 

this effect because its structure is similar enough to that of ACh to 

allow it to combine with the same receptor molecules. Yet there are 

actions of ACh in mammals, the so-called muscarinic effects, that 
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are not duplicated by nicotine; presumably the "receptor" molecules 

are of a configuration that permits ACh to combine with them but not 

nicotine. It seems that the PD receptors must possess one sort of 

receptors that combine with nicotine but not ACh, and conversely for 

the RM's. Whether the sensitivity to cholinergic drugs in either class 

of receptors is of physiological significance is entirely unknown. 

The action of caffeine on the crab movement receptors is very 

interesting. Gaba has been shown to inhibit the crayfish stretch re

ceptors by "clamping" the membrane potential (45), preventing depolari

zation of the cell to the spike firing level. That a burst of spikes may 

be elicited from a movement receptor during the time its mechanical 

activation is blocked by caffeine indicates that the effect of caffeine is 

not likely to be such a clamping action. Nicotine has been shown to 

act on the movement receptor in a graded manner close to the site of 

mechanotransduction and it is eminently reasonable to expect that 

clamping the membrane potential should antagonize both mechanical 

and chemical activation of the cell. It appears that caffeine must im

mobilize the mechanotransducer membrane so that it cannot change 

its permeability when subjected to a mechanical stim"llus. No other 

instance is known of such an effect on a mechanoreceptor and system

atic investigation of the effects of the structural relatives of caffeine 

on the crab PD may provide information regarding the molecular basis 

for m ,echanosensitivity. Wny caffeine does not affect the crayfish PD 

organ cannot be stated with certainty; this may be due to a permea

bility barrier or to a species specific difference in the configuration of 
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the "receptor" molecules. The former is quite likely since the crayfish 

PD is buried in a mass of loose connective tissue which is impossible 

to remove completely without damage to the receptor cells. In com

parison the crab PD is naked; and what little connective tissue adheres 

to it can be easily removed. 
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APPENDIX 

The ultrastructure of the distal processes of two neural 

elements in the PD organ of Carcinus. Notice the complex 

supportive structures and the dissimilarities in the structures of 

the two endings. Redrawn from Whitear (35). 
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